Landmarks Board
City of Springfield
Meeting will be held at
Historic City Hall
830 Boonville Avenue
June 15, 2022
5:30 p.m.
I

Roll Call

II

Minutes
April 6, 2022

III

Unfinished Business
A. Certificate of Appropriateness (none)
B. Certified Local Government Review (none)
C. Pre-Application Review (none)

IV

New Business
A. Certificates of Appropriateness
1. 425 W. Commercial – demolition, new construction
B. Certified Local Government Review (none)
C. Pre-Application Review (none)
D. Local Historic Site Nomination Review (none)

Adam Letterman
At-Large Representative

V

Communications
A. Recommendation of Historic Preservation Element

Bryan Lenox
At-Large Representative

VI

Reports
A. Report on committees (none)
B. Application (none)
C. Demolition
D. Historic Sites and Districts
a. Potential Local Nominations
E. Communications (none)
F. Awards and Recognition
G. Design Guidelines (none)

Vacant (Chair)
At-Large Representative
Layne Hunton (Vice-Chair)
Architect Representative
Paul Lewis
Historian Representative
Jan Preston
Real Estate Representative
Kent Brown
Mid-Town Representative
John Hawkins
Walnut Street Representative

Vacant
Commercial Street
Representative

H. Administrative approval of C of A’s
VII

Any other matters that fall under the jurisdiction of the Board
A. Selection of Chair and Vice-Chair

VIII

Adjournment

Note: In accordance with ADA guidelines, if you need special accommodations when attending any City
meeting, please notify the City Clerk’s office at 864-1443 at least 3 days prior to the scheduled meeting.

MINUTES OF THE LANDMARKS BOARD

DATE: April 6, 2022
TIME: 5:30pm

The meeting and public hearing of the Landmarks Board was held on the above date and time in person in in Historic City
Hall.
ROLL CALL:
Landmarks Board members: Layne Hunton (Vice-Chair), Paul Lewis, Adam Letterman, John Hawkins, and Bryan Lenox.
Absent: Kent Brown and Jan Preston. Staff members: Michael Sparlin, Senior Planner and Kyle Tolbert, Assistant Attorney.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Minutes of March 9, 2022, were approved.
NEW BUSINESS:
Certificate of Appropriateness: None
Certified Local Government Review: None

Pre-application Review: None
Local Historic Site Nomination Review: None

COMMUNICATIONS: Michael Sparlin announced that Kaitlyn McConnell (Chair) has resigned. Information on Board Action
results for 300-308 W. Commercial Street (Appeal 76 on Board of Adjustment) Mural-failed; Panels-failed; Flower Boxesapproved/reversed; Paint for Decorative Brickwork-approved/reversed.
REPORTS:
Report on Committees: None

Report on Committees: None

Report on Committees: None

Historic Site and Districts:
Jefferson Avenue Footbridge vote to support RAISE grant applications: Michael Sparlin went over grant information for the
bridge and what the Landmarks Board roll is and position on the application. Michael Sparlin noted that the City has applied
for 8 million dollars for repairs which also includes improvements to the plaza area as well as the north side area.
Kyle Tolbert, Assistant Attorney noted that the bids were very competitive and will be competing against the entire country,
however one element on the application that is noted for being looked at is connectivity issues and how the footbridge
connects the north and south sides of town.
Paul Lewis asked about the April deadline/timeframe and if City Council has weighed in on the grant.
Michael Sparlin stated that April 14, 2022, is the deadline and the announcement will be on August 12, 2022, and City
Council has authorized city staff to apply for the grant.
Board Action:
Paul Lewis motioned to approve the endorsement of the grant application. John Hawkins seconded the motion. The
motioned carried as follows: Ayes: Hunton (Vice-Chair), Lewis, Hawkins, Letterman, and Lenox. Nays: None. Abstain:
None. Absent: Kent Brown and Jan Preston.
Administrative approval of C of A’s: None
Any other matters that fall under the jurisdiction of the Board: Will be voting on new officers at the May meeting.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:46pm.
_________________________________________________
Michael Sparlin, Senior Planner
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LANDMARKS board
Staff Report
LANDMARKS BOARD PUBLIC HEARING:

JUNE 15, 2022
CASE: Certificate of Appropriateness
DESIGNATION: Commercial Street Historic
District
LOCATION: 425 West Commercial Street
APPLICANT: Ozmod 425, LLC
STAFF: Michael Sparlin, 417-864-1091

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL:
1. Demolish structure
2. Construct mixed-use building
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
The Landmarks Board must determine whether the request, if granted, will have a detrimental effect upon the Historic Landmarks
or Historic District or any adverse effect on an historical or architectural resource.
The proposed new building and development appears to be consistent with the applicable Commercial Street Design Guidelines
related to new construction.
FINDINGS FOR STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
1. The property is located within the Local Commercial Street Historic District and listed as a non-contributing structure. The
property is not located within the National District.
2. The applicant has provided responses to the review criteria for demolitions, per Sec. 36-404(3)(d)(4).
3. The Commercial Street Design Guidelines were updated and adopted in April 2020. A new section was created for new
construction within Historic District. The applicant has provided responses to each applicable guideline. The proposed
development appears to be consistent with applicable design guidelines related to new construction.
4. The landmarks board shall also consider the extent to which the building or structure would be harmonious with or
incongruous to the old and historic aspects of the surroundings. It is not the intent of this section to discourage
contemporary architectural expression or to encourage the emulation of existing buildings or structures of historic or
architectural interest in specific detail. Harmony or incompatibility shall be evaluated in terms of the appropriateness of
materials, scale, size, height, and placement of a new building or structure in relationship to existing buildings and
structures and to the setting thereof.
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Staff Report
APPLICANT’S DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL:
Mixed-use development occupying ‘WARRANTY DEED BY CORPORATION - BOOK 2019, PAGE 03669919 - THE WEST 12 FEET OF LOT FIVE, AND ALL OF LOTS SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT, NINE, TEN, ELEVEN, TWELVE
AND THIRTEEN, ALL IN BLOCK THIRTYFOUR, THE PLAT OF NORTH SPRINGFIELD, GREENE COUNTY,
MISSOURI, ACCORDING TO THE RECORDED PLAT THEREOF’.
The composition of the development is 9,540 sf of ground floor commercial retail occupancy as well as 2,820 sf of ground
floor residential occupancy, and two upper floors of residential occupancy totaling 28,337 sf.
STAFF COMMENTS:
1. The property is located within the Local Commercial Street Historic District and listed as a non-contributing structure.
The property is not located within the National Historic District. The architectural survey does not provide a detailed
2. The applicant has provided responses to the review criteria for demolitions, per Sec. 36-404(3)(d)(4).
3. The Commercial Street Design Guidelines were updated and adopted in April 2020. A new section was created for
new construction within Historic District. The applicant has provided responses to each applicable guideline. The
proposed development appears to be consistent with the applicable design guidelines related to new construction.
4. The Zoning Ordinance states for new construction, the landmarks board shall also consider the extent to which the
building or structure would be harmonious with or incongruous to the old and historic aspects of the surroundings. It
is not the intent of this section to discourage contemporary architectural expression or to encourage the emulation of
existing buildings or structures of historic or architectural interest in specific detail. Harmony or incompatibility shall
be evaluated in terms of the appropriateness of materials, scale, size, height, and placement of a new building or
structure in relationship to existing buildings and structures and to the setting thereof.
5. All proposed work is required to receive a building permit to be issued by Building Development Services. All other
requirements of the COM-1 District, Zoning Ordinance and Building Code shall apply.
DESIGN GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS
COMMERCIAL STREET DESIGN GUIDELINES: The applicant has provided responses to the design guidelines and can
be found on page
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION:
The following standards would apply to this proposed alteration:
9.
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features, and
spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible
with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its
environment.
ZONING ORDINANCE:
For demolition, the Board shall consider, in addition to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, the
following per Sec 36-404 (3)(d)(4):
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a. The degree to which the proposed removal would serve to destroy the integrity and continuity of the historic landmark
or historic district of which it is part.
b. The nature of the resource as a representative type or style of architecture, socio-economic development, historical
association or other element of the original designation criteria applicable to such structure or site.
c.

The condition of the resource from the standpoint of structural integrity and the extent of work necessary to stabilize
the structure.

d. The ability of the subject structure or site to produce a reasonable economic return on investment to its owner,
provided, however, that it is specifically intended that this factor shall not have exclusive control and effect, but shall be
considered along with all other criteria contained in this section.
e. The post-demolition plans for the site and the relation of those plans to the surrounding area.
In the event the landmarks board concludes that the request, if granted, will have a detrimental effect upon the historic
landmark or historic district or any adverse impact on an historical or architectural resource, then the landmarks board
shall deny the request for a certificate.
Sec. 36-404 (3)(d)(3) states, for new construction, the landmarks board shall also consider the extent to which the building
or structure would be harmonious with or incongruous to the old and historic aspects of the surroundings. It is not the
intent of this section to discourage contemporary architectural expression or to encourage the emulation of existing
buildings or structures of historic or architectural interest in specific detail. Harmony or incompatibility shall be evaluated in
terms of the appropriateness of materials, scale, size, height, and placement of a new building or structure in relationship
to existing buildings and structures and to the setting thereof.
In addition, the Springfield Zoning Ordinance states:
In the event the Landmarks Board concludes that the request, if granted, will have a detrimental effect upon the Historic
Landmarks or Historic District or any adverse effect on an historical or architectural resource, then the Landmarks Board
shall Deny the request for a certificate.

ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FORM:
October 1982, Architectural Survey:
The original structure appears to be wood frame over load bearing masonry walls. Subsequent additions were
done with steel bar joists over load bearing masonry. Existing windows are single pane glass with steel frames.
The mechanical and electrical systems appear to be in fair condition, at best. We would presume that due to the
nature of the business, capital improvements are not a high priority.
Extensive remodeling would require extensive rewiring of the electrical system
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Mixed-use development occupying ‘WARRANTY DEED BY CORPORATION - BOOK 2019, PAGE 03669919 - THE WEST 12 FEET OF LOT FIVE, AND ALL OF LOTS SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT, NINE, TEN, ELEVEN, TWELVE
AND THIRTEEN, ALL IN BLOCK THIRTYFOUR, THE PLAT OF NORTH SPRINGFIELD, GREENE COUNTY,
MISSOURI, ACCORDING TO THE RECORDED PLAT THEREOF’.
The composition of the development is 9,540 sf of ground floor commercial retail occupancy as well as
2,820 sf of ground floor residential occupancy, and two upper floors of residential occupancy totaling
28,337 sf.

NOTE: An application is considered incomplete until all supporting materials, as specified in Item 1 above, are

attached.
Incomplete applications will not be processed or scheduled for a public hearing.
Exhibit C: WHY PROPOSED WORK SHOULD BE APPROVED
Please use this form only. Form may be photocopied. Please type or print.
When proposing a major project, please use this page to give information in support of your request. (See
Exhibit B, item
1, above: “Type of Work Proposed,” key # 7. Suggested items of discussion are included in the Instructions,
page 7.)
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Building upon the district’s mixed-use character, the proposed project will establish a ground floor publiclyaccessible commercial storefront. The proposed project will transform an underutilized and non-conforming
property into a fully developed vibrant western gateway to the district. Visitors entering the district from the
west will be greeted with a vibrant contemporary mixed-use building that will signal the continued growth and
revitalization of commercial street. Given the unique opportunity to add a ground-up construction project to
the district, the designers have taken great care and responsibility to consider the historical context of the
prevailing design elements of the district.
The proposed design will add value to the Historic district architecturally, culturally, and commercially in the
following ways:
1. Architecture–The current site condition includes: a vacant and dilapidated building, a collapsing pole
barn, wooden fence, and an empty parking lot on a prominent corner. These site conditions undermine
the Commercial Street Historic Districts Design Guidelines in multiple ways. In contrast, the proposed
project carefully considers the district’s design guidelines with respect to aesthetics and architectural
integrity. Additionally, the site is reimagined in order to conform to the overall district: parking is
located to the rear allowing a flush block face to be established, a walkable commercial storefront is
established, and a prominent corner of the district is reborn.
2. Culture–Given the mixed-use nature of the project, the district will gain new permanent residents who
will participate in and contribute to the vitality of the district on a daily basis.
3. Commerce–By establishing ground-level storefront commercial tenants, the project will bring
opportunities for new businesses to open shop in the district. This in turn will draw more visitors to the
district on a daily basis.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING AN APPLICATION FOR A CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRAITENESS
Explanation of the Process

A Certificate of Appropriateness ensures that proposed work on the exterior of certain historic-designated
properties conforms to the requirements established by that historic designation. A building permit cannot be
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issued for the proposed work until a Certificate of Appropriateness has been approved. Prior to submitting an
application, you should discuss your project with Building Development Services to ensure you are not
proposing something that violates the International Building Code. Even though you might receive a Certificate
of Appropriateness from the Development Review Office staff or the Landmarks Board, the project must also
comply with the International Building Code to receive a building permit.
For staff or the Landmarks Board to approve a Certificate of Appropriateness the following must be considered:
A.
B.
C.

E.

That the proposed work will be done in conformance with the Secretary of Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation;
That the proposed work will be done in conformance with any design guidelines or standards that the
Landmarks Board has established and adopted;
For new construction, whether the building or structure will be harmonious with or incongruous to the
old and historic aspects of the surroundings; D. For demolitions:
• the impact the proposed removal would have on the integrity and continuity of the Historic
Landmark or Historic District of which it is part; and
• the nature of the structure as a representative type; and
• the condition of the structure from the standpoint of structural integrity and the extent of work
necessary to stabilize the structure; and
• The ability of the subject structure or site to produce a reasonable economic return on investment
to its owner; and
• The post-demolition plans for the site and the relation of those plans to the surrounding area.
For archeological sites, the effect of the proposed project on the site and what actions are being
undertaken to record and/or preserve the site.

Completion of the Application

The application must be completed in full and signed by the property owner (unless a power of attorney is
provided to staff) for the application to be considered complete. Exhibits A, B and C (if applicable) will be
included with the staff analysis that will be sent to the Landmarks Board if the request cannot be approved
administratively.
Exhibit A

This exhibit provides basic information about the property and the applicant. If the applicant designates a
representative and does not intend to attend the Landmarks Board meeting, it is important that the representative
be able to commit to changes that may be suggested by the Board, otherwise the application may have to be
table pending the applicant’s response.
Property address: 425 W. Commercial Street
Property size: Approx. 0.826 acres
Current use: N/A (unoccupied)
Existing facility size: Approx. 13,124 sf
Owner: OzMod 425, LLC
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Exhibit B

It is important that Exhibit B be thoroughly completed because it provides essential background information
that is used in staff’s analysis of the request and the Landmarks Board’s basis for approval. The process will
proceed much quicker if staff and the Landmarks Board have a clear understanding of the proposed work. If
you think additional information may be helpful in approving a certificate, you may include that information. If
staff or the Landmarks Board determine additional information is necessary, they will request it. This may
result in a two week delay if the Landmarks Board must table the request to receive the additional information.
In order for Exhibit B to be considered complete, the supporting information listed after each work item must
also be included with the application. If the specific work is not listed, staff can assist in determining what
supplemental data needs to be provided with the application. All supplemental documents must be submitted
on a page size no greater than 11 inches by 17 inches.
Site Plans: A site plan is an outline or bird’s eye view of a lot showing all structures, including fences and
patios. It shows property lines, adjoining streets and alleys, building dimensions, locations of driveways and
parking areas, the number of feet structures are set back from property lines, a north arrow, and the scale of the
drawing if it is done to scale. Where site plans are required, submit one for the existing condition and one for
the proposed condition. For minor work, such as a new sidewalk, only one site plan showing both the existing
and new conditions is sufficient. If the proposed work is attached to an existing building rather than
freestanding (i.e., a new sign on the front of a building that fronts directly on the street), a site plan may not be
necessary. An aerial photograph can be substituted for a drawn site plan provided there is a scale and it is
adequately labeled.
Elevations: An elevation is a drawing showing the view of a single side of a building, giving the location of all
doors, windows, awnings, sign channel, roof pitch, etc. and the scale of the drawing if it is drawn to scale.
Show all sides affected by the proposed work. Where elevations are required, submit one for the existing
condition and one for the proposed condition. Photographs may be substituted for elevation drawings provided
all details can be seen (not obscured by plantings or other structures).
Photographs: Photographs showing the existing condition of the area of proposed work are required for all
applications. For example, if awnings are proposed for installation over windows and doors, photographs must
be submitted for each side of the structure where awnings will be installed. The photographs should generally
be in color and can be from a film or digital camera printed at a suitable size to distinguish relevant details. For
most applications, digitally manipulated photographs can also be submitted instead of elevation drawings to
show how the proposed work will look when completed.
Sample of materials to be used: It is often helpful for the staff and Board to see an actual sample of the
materials proposed to be used, i.e., shingles, siding, bricks. If a sample cannot be obtained, literature describing
the product can usually be substituted.
Product literature: Product literature comes from the manufacturer and usually can be obtained from the
distributor or your contractor. It provides a description of the materials proposed to be used and helps in
determining the suitability of that material for the proposed application. A sample of the material to be used can
usually be substituted for product literature.
Drawings: A drawing is an illustration of the proposed work, such as a sign or a window detail.
State Historic Preservation Officer Comments: For archeological sites, you must submit comments and
recommendations of the State Historic Preservation Officer concerning the effect of the proposed project on the
site and what action(s) should be undertaken to record and/or preserve the site.
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Try to describe the proposed work as simply as possible, but be sure to describe all the work to be done. When
replacing a material be sure to identify the existing and proposed material, for example, when re-roofing specify
composition, wood, slate, tile, asphalt or steel.

Please see supplemental document titled “CoA Exhibit B 425 w Commercial St”

Exhibit C

Exhibit C is the applicant’s primary opportunity to demonstrate why the Certificate of Appropriateness, for
major alterations to historic structure or site, should be approved by the Landmarks Board. While Exhibit C
may be included with any application, it is only required for the work indicated under Item 1, Exhibit B.
Suggested items of discussion for Why the Proposed Work Should Be Approved (Exhibit B) include.
A.

Explain how the proposed project conforms with the Secretary of Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation,
including the following:
•

Whether the property will be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires
minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.

Not Applicable
• How the historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. (The removal of historic

materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property is discouraged.)
Not Applicable
• How the property will be maintained as a physical record of its time, place, and use. (Changes

that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or
architectural elements from other buildings, are discouraged.)
Not Applicable
• How changes that have occurred over time and acquired historic significance in their own right
will be retained and preserved.
Not Applicable
• How distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property will be preserved.
Not Applicable
• Plans to repair rather than replace deteriorated historic features. (Where the severity of

deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature should match the old
in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement
of missing features should be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.)
Not Applicable
• How the surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken. (The gentlest means
possible should be used. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause
damage to historic materials should not be used.)
Not Applicable
• How significant archaeological resources affected by a project will be protected and preserved.

What mitigation measures shall be undertaken if such resources must be disturbed.
Not Applicable
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•

How new additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic
materials that characterize the property. (The new work should be differentiated from the old but
be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic
integrity of the property and its environment.)

Not Applicable
• How new additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken so that if

removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment will be unimpaired.
Not Applicable

B.

Explain how the project conforms to local design guidelines or standards adopted by the Landmarks
Board. Local design guidelines generally take precedence over the Secretary of Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation. Local design guidelines have been adopted for the Commercial Street and Walnut Street
Districts and the Mid-Town Neighborhood (historic sites only), and copies are available from the
Development Review Office.
By carefully reviewing the commercial street historic design guidelines that apply to this property, this project
conforms to the applicable guidelines in regards to use of materials, scale, size, height, and placement of a new
building. Following is a point-by-point summary and response to the Design Guidelines (Sec. 5 New
Construction).

Please see supplemental document titled “CoA Exhibit C Item B - New Construction Guidelines”
C.

For new construction, discuss the extent to which the building or structure will be harmonious with or
incongruous to the old and historic aspects of the surroundings. It is not the intent to discourage
contemporary architectural expression or to encourage the emulation of existing buildings or structures
of historic or architectural interest in specific detail. Harmony or incompatibility is evaluated in terms
of the appropriateness of materials, scale, size, height, and placement of a new building or structure in
relationship to existing buildings and structures and to the overall setting.

Though there is no existing historical block face to consider for the proposed project (the block between
Lyon and commercial), the proposed project has extensively considered existing facade features,
materials, size, and scale within the district. Additionally, the designers further evaluated opportunities
for the proposed project to rehabilitate the dilapidated non-conforming property and establish features
consistent with the desires of the Commercial Street Historic Design Guidelines. The proposed project
will establish a coherent block face that encloses the public space of Commercial Street and formalizes
the west entry ‘gate’ to the historic district.
Building upon the district’s mixed-use character, the proposed project will establish a ground floor publiclyaccessible commercial storefront. The proposed project will transform an underutilized and non-conforming
property into a fully developed vibrant western gateway to the district. Visitors entering the district from the
west will be greeted with a vibrant contemporary mixed-use building that will signal the continued growth and
revitalization of commercial street. Given the unique opportunity to add a ground-up construction project to
the district, the designers have taken great care and responsibility to consider the historical context of the
prevailing design elements of the district.
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D.

For demolitions, discuss.
• The impact the proposed removal will have on the integrity and continuity of the Historic
Landmark or Historic District of which it is part.
Demolition of the existing structure will have the effect of removing a prominently located but unoccupied and
completely dilapidated facility that is in non-conformance with many of the Commercial Street Historic District’s
design guidelines and zoning requirements.
•

The nature of the resource as a representative type or style of architecture, socio-economic
development, historical association or other element of the original designation criteria
applicable to such structure or site.

The existing facility is an example of mid-century modern architecture, constructed in the mid 1950’s and
exemplified with clean lines and rectilinear geometry. There are a number of other examples of this era and
style of architecture within the district that have been well maintained, ensuring that demolition of this
particular unmaintained structure does not leave a cultural void in its absence. The subject building is not on any
historical register and is not known to be the site of any historically significant event or culturally significant
element. In its current state the property is in disharmony with the today’s zoning regulations and district design
guidelines, resulting in a breakdown in cohesiveness with regards to the district’s visual and cultural identity.
•

The condition of the resource from the standpoint of structural integrity and the extent of work
necessary to stabilize the structure.

The subject property is composed of two structures - a structurally sound masonry component and a pole barn
that is in a state of disrepair.
•

The ability of the subject structure or site to produce a reasonable economic return on investment
to its owner.

While it is likely possible to turn some kind of profit with the building as-is, the site is very far from being
developed to its highest and best use. This is demonstrated by the currently existing single story, single use and
single occupancy construction - and a site that is primarily devoted to surface parking, leaving it not only underdeveloped but also in conflict with multiple zoning ordinances and district design guidelines.
• The post-demolition plans for the site and the relation of those plans to the surrounding area.
The current site condition includes: a vacant and dilapidated building, eye-sore pole barn, wooden fence, and
empty parking lot. These site conditions undermine the Commercial Street Historic Districts Design Guidelines
in multiple ways. In contrast, the proposed project carefully considers the district’s design guidelines with
respect to aesthetics and architectural integrity. Additionally, the site is reimagined in order to conform to the
overall district: parking is located to the rear allowing a flush block face to be established, a walkable
commercial storefront is established, and a prominent corner of the district is reborn.

E.

For archeological resources, discuss the effect of the proposed project on the site and what action(s) will
be undertaken to record and/or preserve the site.
A photographic record of the existing building has been undertaken
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Deadlines for filing an Application

The Development Review Office accepts applications daily. If the application can be approved
administratively, processing of the application will begin immediately. The Landmarks Board holds regularly
scheduled meetings each month (contact the Development Review Office for a current processing schedule).
This application must be in the Development Review Office no later than the application deadline date listed on
the processing schedule (Generally 15 days prior to the meeting where the application will be considered). This
application must be complete, or it will be returned to the applicant and will not be placed on the agenda.
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Exhibit B : Application for Certificate of Appropriateness for:
425 WEST COMMERCIAL ST.
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65803
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SITE PLANS – PROPOSED:
SITE ANALYSIS

WARRANTY DEED BY
CORPORATION - BOOK 2019,
PAGE 036699-19 - THE WEST 12
FEET OF LOT FIVE, AND ALL OF
LOTS SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT, NINE,
TEN, ELEVEN, TWELVE AND
THIRTEEN, ALL IN BLOCK THIRTYFOUR, THE PLAT OF NORTH
SPRINGFIELD, GREENE COUNTY,
MISSOURI, ACCORDING TO THE
RECORDED PLAT THEREOF.
COM-1, LANDMARKS OVERLAY

SITE AREA:

35,989 sf

BLDG AREA ALLOWED:

10,000 sf (PER ZONING
ORDINANCE)

BLDG AREA PROPOSED:

37,533 sf

PARKING REQ'D:

NONE (PER ZONING
ORDINANCE)
45 STALLS (INCLUSIVE OF 2
ACCESSIBLE STALLS)
NONE (PER ZONING
ORDINANCE)

OPEN SPACE PROPOSED:

4,532 sf

SETBACK REQUIREMENTS:

NONE (PER ZONING
ORDINANCE)

F-WAY
D RIGHT-O
RAILROA

)
N85°21'05"E(M
242.40'(M)

PROPERTY AREA=
11220.6± S.F.
±0.3 ACRES

BOOK 2006, PAGE 033483-06

S04°38'55"E(M)
46.00'(D&M)

PARKING PROPOSED:
OPEN SPACE REQUIRED:

160.0'(D&M)

ZONING:

MAIN TRACK

DUMPSTER ENCLOSURE

N85°13'20"E(M)
135.22'(M)

N01°06'05"E(M)
45.93'(M)

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

±1.5'(M)
)
S85°25'28"W(M
243.83'(M)
S85°13'20"W(M)
3.17'(M)

EXISTING BUILDING

EXISTING BUILDING

BLOCK 34, NORTH
SPRINGFIELD

±1.8'(M)

LOT 5

PROPERTY AREA=
24758.6± S.F.
±0.6 ACRES LOT 10

LOT 13

LOT 12

LOT 7

LOT 8

LOT 9

LOT 6

WOOD FENCE

LOT 11

LOT 4

S03°36'54"E(M)
99.71'(M)

BOOK 2019, PAGE 036699-19

N01°06'05"E(M)
100.51'(M)

425 W. COMMERCIAL ST.
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65803

LYON AVENUE

SITE ADDRESS:

PROPOSED BUILDING
37,533 sf
S85°21'04"W(M)
130.40'(M)

WALL
(TYPICAL)
SIGN

BUILDING ON
LINE

S85°21'04"W(M)
252.10'(M)

EET
CIAL STR
COMMER

1

SITE PLAN
1/16" = 1'-0"

±0.1'(M)

Elevations:
EXTERIOR MATERIALS LEGEND
Note
Number
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Note Text
BRICK
STONE VENEER
STOREFRONT GLAZING
METAL ACCENT PANEL
ALUMINUM WALL PANEL
PRECAST CONCRETE
VERTICAL SLATTING

236' - 0"

ROOF
35' - 6"

39' - 0"
MAX HEIGHT

E

A
E

D

SECOND FLOOR
13' - 6"

B

G

3

12' - 0"
SOFFIT HEIGHT

F

C

THIRD FLOOR
24' - 6"

FIRST FLOOR
0' - 0"

ELEVATION - SOUTH
3/32" = 1'-0"

60' - 2 1/2"

68' - 3 25/32"

ROOF
35' - 6"

ROOF
35' - 6"
E

C

FIRST FLOOR
0' - 0"

3/32" = 1'-0"

F
12' - 0"
SOFFIT HEIGHT

G

ELEVATION - WEST

A

SECOND FLOOR
13' - 6"

F

2

THIRD FLOOR
24' - 6"

39' - 0"
MAX HEIGHT

THIRD FLOOR
24' - 6"

A

SECOND FLOOR
13' - 6"

G

C

FIRST FLOOR
0' - 0"

1

ELEVATION - EAST
3/32" = 1'-0"

Photographs: Existing Site Conditions

South Elevation

Photographs: Existing Site Conditions
South Elevations

Photographs: Existing Site Conditions

West Elevation

South Elevation – of Pole Barn

Photographs: Existing Site Conditions

East Elevation

Southeast Elevation

Materials Summary:
Brick
Color: Ebonite Velour Style: Extruded
Plant: Sergeant Bluff Series: Cosmopolitan Series
Texture/Finish: Velour
Exterior Metal Trim
Soffit: DMI Flush Panel FP-10 perforated soffit panel system, color: sri-35
Window Accent: Millennium Forms Flat-Lock Flat Stainless Steel Panel
Color and Finish: Bronze Gold, Bright
Accent Wall Panel: Longboard, 100% extruded aluminum, color: western cedar
Vertical Slatting
Fortina Architectural system
Material: Aluminum
Color: NS-1N Black Matte
Precast Sill/lintel
Central Precast Masonry
Storefront Glazing, Entrance, and Mullion System
Boyd Storefront Systems
Stone Veneer
Phenix Marble

Materials: Brick
Color: Ebonite Velour Style: Extruded
Plant: Sergeant Bluff Series: Cosmopolitan Series
Texture/Finish: Velour

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim
Soffit: DMI Flush Panel FP-10 perforated soffit panel system, color: sri-35
Window Accent: Millennium Forms Flat-Lock Flat Stainless Steel Panel
Color and Finish: Bronze Gold, Bright
Accent Wall Panel: Longboard, 100% extruded aluminum, color: western cedar

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim
Soffit: DMI Flush Panel FP-10 perforated soffit panel system, color: sri-35
Window Accent: Millennium Forms Flat-Lock Flat Stainless Steel Panel
Color and Finish: Bronze Gold, Bright
Accent Wall Panel: Longboard, 100% extruded aluminum, color: western cedar

Materials: Vertical Slatting
Fortina Architectural system
Material: Aluminum
Color: NS-1N Black Matte

Possible place-making signage opportunity

Materials: Precast Sill/lintel
Central Precast Masonry

Materials: Storefront Glazing, Entrance, and Mullion System
Boyd Storefront Systems

Materials: Stone Veneer
Phenix Marble

Materials: Brick

5/12/22, 2:40 PM

Ebonite Velour | Glen-Gery

Ebonite Velour
Save Product
Compare Brick
Where To Buy

Contact Us

See this on your house
Download BIM File

Product
We Information:
use cookies to offer you a better browsing experience, analyze site trafﬁc,
personalize content, and serve targeted advertisements. For more information, visit
Brand:our
Sioux
City Brick
Privacy
Policy. If you continue to use this site, you consent to the use of
cookies.
Type: Facebrick
Accept
Color: Black
https://www.glengery.com/brick-catalog/ebonite-velour
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Materials: Brick

5/12/22, 2:40 PM

Color: Black

Ebonite Velour | Glen-Gery

Style: Extruded
Plant: Sergeant Bluff
Series: Cosmopolitan Series
Texture/Finish: Velour

Project Gallery

Sizes

Technical Information

Cleaning Document: Ebonite Velour Cleaning Document
Product Proﬁle: Extruded Brick Product Proﬁle
Cosmopolitan Series Technical Data Sheet

Unit Speciﬁcations
Glen-Gery extruded bricks are typically manufactured to conform to the requirements of
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard Speciﬁcation C 216, Grade
SW, Type FBS and all grades of ASTM C 62. In some instances brick are manufactured to
conform to ASTM C652 which includes increased core volume. These products also
conform to the requirements of ASTM C 216, Grade MW. Certain products meet the
requirements of ASTM C 216, Type FBX, ASTM C 902, ASTM C 652, or ASTM C 32.
Inquiries should be made for speciﬁc applications or conformance to standards other than
ASTM C 216 or C 62.
Dimensional Tolerances
Glen-Gery extruded bricks are manufactured to provide speciﬁc dimensional tolerances.
The dimensional tolerances of the product are intended to be within the requirements of
ASTM C 216, Type FBS for general use. Some products (including but not limited to those
manufactured at the Hanley Plant) are manufactured to meet Type FBX. The product
ordered will generally contain a number of units which are over or under the speciﬁed
dimensions. The dimensional variations are related to the raw materials, forming, drying
and ﬁring processes, and the desired ﬁnish and color. Thus, for some products, all the units
may be slightly over or slightly under the speciﬁed dimensions. Inquiries should be made
regarding the dimensional variations which might be expected if project detailing requires
precise coursing. Specialty products or gauged products may be desirable for such
We use cookies to offer you a better browsing experience, analyze site trafﬁc,
applications.
personalize content, and serve targeted advertisements. For more information, visit
Finishes
our Privacy Policy. If you continue to use this site, you consent to the use of
cookies.extruded bricks are available in a variety of textures. The textures include
Glen-Gery
smooth,Accept
velour, bar, rug, matt, paper cut, scored, rockface, slurry and sand ﬁnishes. The
https://www.glengery.com/brick-catalog/ebonite-velour
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Materials: Exterior Metal Trim
Soffit

SOFFIT PANELS

FLUSH-PANEL FP10
DIMENSIONAL METALS, INC.

FLUSH-PANEL FP10

DIMENSIONAL METALS, INC.

PROJECT NAME:
ARCHITECT:
INSTALLING CONTRACTOR:
GENERAL CONTRACTOR:
SPECIFICATION SECTION:

PROFILE

STRIATIONS
(STANDARD)

SMOOTH
2 HIGH BEAD
2 LOW BEAD
DynaClad ®
Standard Colors
(IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER)

FLUSH-PANEL
FLUSH
P
PANEL
FP10 is a commercial gra
grade soffit panel system that provides a flush, aesthetic
appearance upon installation. The product is an integral interlocking system by design which installs
in one direction from a given starting point.
CONSTRUCTION ASSEMBLIES
FLUSH-PANEL FP10 may be applied over various supports including: light gauge framing, hat channels, wood stringers (each
of which are to be spaced no more than 24" o.c.), or over a solid substrate.
PRODUCT USES AND APPLICATIONS
Product uses include soffit and fascia.
PRODUCT OFFERINGS
24 ga., 22 ga., 20 ga. Steel, and .032, .040 Aluminum,

24 ga. (.7mm), 22 ga. (.8mm) RHEINZINK ®, and 16 oz., 20 oz. Copper

• FP1008 with 8" o.c. seams
• FP1012 with 12" o.c. seams
• FP1020 with 20" o.c. seams
Lengths available from 4’ up to 20’
PERFORMANCE TESTED
• ASTM E283 Air Leakage
• ASTM E331 Water Penetration
• ASTM E1592 Static Air Pressure

SEAM CROSS SECTION

FP ADVANTAGES
• No Panel Clips: fast and easy installation
• 7.5% free air permeation with perforations (available in .032 aluminum only)
For technical assistance call 800.828.1510 or visit our website at www.dmimetals.com

AGED COPPER*
BEIGE
BRITE RED*
BROWN
BURGUNDY
CHAMPAGNE*
CHARCOAL GREY
CLASSIC BRONZE
COBALT BLUE
COLONIAL RED
DARK BRONZE
DOVE GREY
EVERGREEN
HARTFORD GREEN
HEMLOCK GREEN
LEAF GREEN
MATTE BLACK
METALLIC COPPER*
METALLIC SILVER*
MUSKET GREY
PATINA COPPER
PUTTY
ROYAL BLUE
SANDSTONE
SEAPORT
SLATE BLUE
SLATE GREY
SPARTAN BRONZE
STONE
TERRA COTTA
WEATHERED ZINC*
WHITE
MILL FINISHED ALUM.
ACRYLUME®
CLEAR ANODIZED

STOCKED AT DMI
24 GAGE
GALVALUME

22 GAGE
GALVALUME

.032 ALUM.
3105 H14

.040 ALUM.
3105 H14

SUBSTRATE
.050 ALUM.
3105 H14

24 GA. GALVALUME
22 GA. GALVALUME
20 GA. G-90
18 GA. G-90
.032 ALUMINUM
.040 ALUMINUM

.063 ALUM.
3105 H14

16
20
24
22

OZ. COPPER
OZ. COPPER
GA. (.7MM) RHEINZINK ®
GA. (.8MM) RHEINZINK ®

PERFORATED

EMBOSSED
YES
NO

Consult DMI for minimum quantities, upcharges,
set up fees and extended lead times.

YES
NO

Only available in .032

STANDARD FINISHES (NA ON COPPER)
DYNACLAD PVDF:
ACRYLIC COATED GALVALUME (ACRYLUME )
MILL FINISH ALUMINUM
CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM
®
PREPATINA BLUE-GREY (RHENZINK ONLY)
PREPATINA GRAPHITE-GREY (RHENZINK® ONLY)
®

PREMIUM FINISHES*
DYNACLAD® METALLIC PVDF:
DYNACLAD® BRITE RED PVDF
DYNACLAD® STANDARD COLOR PVDF W/CLEARCOAT (3-COAT):
DYNACLAD® METALLIC COLOR PVDF W/CLEARCOAT (3-COAT):
CUSTOM COLOR:
*Premium Colors subject to minimum quantities, extended lead times and upcharges. Consult DMI for details.

WARRANTY
®

DYNACLAD PAINT FINISH
GALVALUME 20 YEAR - 6 MONTH (SUBSTRATE)

*Warranties not available for Rhenzink ®

Non-Stock colors available subject to minimum quantities, additional lead times and upcharges.
* Denotes Premium Color - subject to additional costs.
Dimensional Metals, Inc. has specialized in the manufacturing of Architectural Metal Panel Systems and Fabricated Architectural Sheet Metal for the
construction industry since 1988. We use the most technologically advanced Fixed Base Roll-Forming Equipment to deliver complete inhouse quality control over the manufacture of our products.
03192021

PROVEN · DEPENDABLE · SUSTAINABLE
Metal Envelope Systems since 1988

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim
®
DynaClad
Soffit
PVDF Color Chart

WHITE

COBALT BLUE

SRI = 85

PUTTY

SRI = 20

SANDSTONE

DOVE GREY

PATINA COPPER

SRI = 61

SRI = 58

BEIGE

STONE

SLATE GREY

TERRA COTTA

SRI = 47

SRI = 43

METALLIC SILVER

MUSKET GREY

SEAPORT

COLONIAL RED

SLATE BLUE

CHAMPAGNE

BURGUNDY

HEMLOCK GREEN

LEAF GREEN

CHARCOAL GREY

METALLIC COPPER

SPARTAN BRONZE

CLASSIC BRONZE

MATTE BLACK

EVERGREEN

SRI = 29

SRI = 28

AGED COPPER

DARK BRONZE

ROYAL BLUE

HARTFORD GREEN

BROWN

SRI = 77

SRI = 53

SRI = 35

SRI = 34

SRI = 30

SRI = 27

SRI = 77

SRI = 49

SRI = 35

SRI = 31

SRI = 29

SRI = 27

SRI = 34

SRI = 31

SRI = 26

SRI = 44

SRI = 25

† Metallic colors are directionally sensitive and therefore entire roof areas should be ordered at one time to ensure color uniformity.
*Brite Red has a clear coat. ** Premium colors carry an upcharge. SRI = Solar Reflectance Index.
Colors shown are samples and may vary slightly from actual material.

SRI = 53

SRI = 51

SRI = 34

SRI = 31

BRITE RED*

SRI = 49

Premium Colors **

D I M E N S I O N A L M E TA LS , I N C .

D I M E N S I O N A L M E TA L S , I N C .

Metallic Colors †

Till 3457
35 Chips @
1.25”w X 1”h
Dorn Color, Inc.

SRI = 43

WEATHERED ZINC
SRI = 37

CUSTOM COLORS ARE AVAILABLE

2020-01
N AT I O N A L R O O F I N G
CO N T R AC TO R S A S S O C I AT I O N

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

L L E N NI
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M I LLE
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O

R

M

S

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

We are a custom
sheet metal fabricator
specializing in
color innovation and
architectural impact.

We offer metal tiles, panels and
flashing in prefabricated and custom
dimensions. We currently produce
a wide range of unique colors in
Stainless Steel (LIC) and ZALMAG®.

01

COVER PHOTO: Williams Park Fieldhouse / STL Architects
Flat-Lock Panel / LIC SS / Burgundy & Bronze Gold - Bright

BSU Fine Arts / HGA - Lombard Conrad
Flat Tile / LIC SS / Blue - Bright

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

TILES

FLAT TILE

CUPPED TILE

Millennium Flat Tiles were introduced as an alternative to conventional wall cladding systems. The Flat Tile has
the flexibility to accommodate both modern and traditional themes with a unique interlocking design.

Utilizing the same dimensions as the Flat Tile, the Cupped Tile has an indentation in the center of the tile
creating a unique angular shadow effect. The cupped design is ideal for both wall and roof applications
allowing the installer to step in the center portion of the tile without damaging the material.

W

8.25”

X

L

W

14.625”

8.25”

FRONT

X

L

14.625”

FRONT

02

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

PANELS

FLAT - LOCK PANEL

LAY - FLAT PANEL

Flat-Lock Panels are a wall cladding solution designed for a wide range of applications. Comprised of
overlapping metal wall panels, they are installed using mounting clips which allow for thermal expansion and
contraction over time.

Unlike traditional Flat-Lock Panels, the Lay-Flat panels feature an offset on the right hem creating a relief joint
in the panel. The result is a true lay flat installation unlike any other panel on the market.

2.5”

2.5”
1.9”

1.9”

MOUNTING CLIP

MOUNTING CLIP

SIDE

03

FRONT

SIDE

FRONT

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

PANELS

FLUSH REVEAL PANEL (BUTT JOINT)

FLUSH REVEAL PANEL (CASSETTE JOINT)

The profile of the Flush Reveal Panels offers a linear emphasis. Installation using butt plates allows the panels to
lay flush against each other with no vertical reveal. Choice of horizontal reveal and face dimensions can be
easily adjusted to your needs.

The profile of the Flush Reveal Panels offers a linear emphasis. A vertical and horizontal reveal is achieved
using splice plates, exposing the cassette ends on each panel. Choice of reveal and face dimensions can be
easily adjusted to your needs.

BUTT PLATE

SIDE

FRONT

SPLICE PLATE

SIDE

FRONT

04

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

It’s all about the finishing
touches. We believe
a successful project
is supported by the
execution of its details.

We offer flashing in prefabricated
and custom dimensions to give your
project a seamless finish.

05

Seward Community Library and Museum / ECI Architecture
Flat Tile / LIC SS / Blue Green & Peacock - Bright

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

WALL FLASHING
J - CHANNEL

FALSE STARTER

120”L

SILL

120”L

WINDOW HEAD

120”L

120”L

1.2”

2.0”
1.0”
1.75”
0.5”

1.5”
3.5”

0.55”
0.5”

1.0”
2.0”

0.3”

1.27”

06

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

INSIDE CORNER FLASHING
2 - PIECE

3 - PIECE

120”L

120”L

TILE

FLASHING

TILE

2 X J-CHANNELS
TOP VIEW

07

TOP VIEW

FLASHING

2 X J-CHANNELS
1 X CORNER CAP

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

OUTSIDE CORNER FLASHING
1 - PIECE

2 - PIECE

120”L

3 - PIECE

120”L

120”L

TILE

TILE

TILE

FLASHING

1 X PROFILE
TOP VIEW

FLASHING

2 X J-CHANNELS
TOP VIEW

TOP VIEW

2 X J-CHANNELS
1 X CORNER CAP

08

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

MATERIAL & FINISHES
STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless Steel (SS) is known for its elegance and endurance. It is made to last and is also highly recyclable.
Our 304 and 316 stainless steel products contain 75 - 85% post-consumer and post-industrial recycled material,
as well as being 100% recyclable itself.

LIC Coloring Process
Light Interference Color (LIC) is an electrochemical process to color stainless steel without the use of dyes or
pigments. Our proprietary LIC process creates a layer on top of stainless steel that behaves like a prism, which
reveals the changing color that we see on the surface of the metal. Each color is available in a range giving
stainless steel a brilliant, unique look. The color you see is dependent on the environment, light, weather, and
the angle in which you observe.

Star & Development Center / INVISION Architecture
Flat Tile / LIC SS / Blue Green & Peacock - Bright

*DISCLAIMER: Color samples illustrate the color-shifting nature of LIC colors. These samples do not represent exact color options.

Mill

Bright

NATURAL

Mill

Mill

PEWTER

Bright

BRONZE - GOLD

11

Mill

Mill

Bright

#4 Polish

BRONZE

Bright

BURGUNDY

Mill

CHARCOAL

Mill

Bright

PURPLE - BLUE

Bright

Mill

BLUE

Mill

Bright

PEACOCK

SLATE

Mill

Bright

BLUE - GREEN

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

MATERIAL & FINISHES
ZALMAG®

ZALMAG® is a highly corrosion - resistant, hot dip coated steel that has a coating layer of Zinc, Aluminum, and
Magnesium. Additionally, ZALMAG® has superior scratch resistance with unique self-healing characteristics
that make it the perfect material for perforating and a great solution for all environments.

PATINA PROCESS
The beauty and magic of ZALMAG® is that every application is different. Depending on the temperature,
humidity, and alkalinity of your location, the patina process can start at different rates (weeks to years) adding
visual interest and character at every step of the journey. ZALMAG® makes any architectural application a
living transformation project.
111 E. Grand / Neumann Monson Architects
Tongue & Groove reveal panel / ZALMAG® / Black

*DISCLAIMER: Color samples illustrate the color-shifting nature of ZALMAG®. These samples do not represent exact color options.

Natural ZALMAG®

Pre-Patina II ZALMAG®

Black ZALMAG®

Natural ZALMAG® begins as a
spangled metallic silver and ages
into an attractive matte gray
with hints of blue.

Pre-Patina II ZALMAG® is a gray
coated ZALMAG® that provides
an patinaed look immediately
upon installation. This product
will continue to age and change
slightly in gray hue over time,
even with the gray coating.

Black ZALMAG® is best described
as a having a “charred
wood” look from afar with a
leather texture up-close. It will
also present typical coated
ZALMAG® aging patterns across
its face over time.

PATINA PROCESS

PATINA PROCESS

PATINA PROCESS

12

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

TEXTURES
OPTIONS

Textures can be used to enhance your design,
whether you want to diffuse light, introduce depth
to your facade or reduce finger-printing. All textures
are available for SS (LIC) and ZALMAG® materials.
Textures are only available in panels or sheets.

Not all textures available in all gauges, minimum
quantities may apply. Contact your representative for
more information.

1

2FL
13

LINEN

SHARKSKIN

BEAD BLAST

2WL

5WL

6WL

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

PRODUCT CHART
FORM

GAUGE

TEXTURE

MATERIAL

ALLOY

FINISH

TILE
CUPPED

PEWTER
26

BRONZE

N/A

CHARCOAL*

FLAT

PANEL

SS (LIC)

304 - 316

LAY - FLAT

MILL

BLUE

BRIGHT

SLATE

#4 POLISH*

BRONZE GOLD

(CHARCOAL ONLY)

FLATLOCK
FLUSH REVEAL
(BUTT JOINT)
FLUSH REVEAL
(CASSETTE JOINT)

PEACOCK
16 - 24

2WL, 2FL,

BLUE GREEN

6WL, 5WL,
LINEN,
SHARKSKIN,

48”W x 120”L

BEAD BLAST

MAX 120”L

BURGUNDY
PURPLE BLUE

SHEET

FLASHING

COLOR

NATURAL

ZALMAG®

N/A

PRE - PATINA II

N/A

BLACK
24
1
Not all textures available in all gauges,
minimum quantities may apply.

14

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Window Accent

Millennium Forms LLC
550 East Centralia Street
Elkhorn, WI 53121 U.S.A.
p. 262.723.7778
info@millenniumforms.com
millenniumforms.com

Leepfrog Technologies / ASK Studio
Flat Tile / LIC SS / Charcoal #4 polish

Contact us for more information on our family of
products and how we can supply you with a sample.
millenniumforms.com

INSPIRING FACADES

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim
Accent Wall Panel

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Accent Wall Panel

BOLD.
INNOVATIVE.
SUSTAINABLE.

Barrett Centre for Technology Innovation
Architect: Perkins + Will
6” V Groove Light Oak
NET Zero
LEED Platinum

NBS Source

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim
Accent Wall Panel

WHO
DO YOU
TRUST
With your designs?
With your home?
With your project?
With your reputation?

Your clients rely on you to provide
the best advice, the best service and
ultimately the best results. At Longboard
we understand the important role you
play which is why we are committed to
Radical Client Care.
Radical Client Care at Longboard means
top quality products, reliable technical
advice, human centered support and
timely guidance before, during and after
your projects.
In our world, not everything goes as
planned. We are thoroughly committed to
ensuring your experience with Longboard
is a positive one. We stand behind our
products, our staff, our services and most
importantly; our clients.

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Accent Wall Panel

FA Q
∎ Longboard is made from singlesourced extruded aluminum
∎ All aluminum is extruded inhouse in our manufacturing
plant located in British
Columbia, Canada
∎ Products available for order in
12 or 24ft lengths
∎ 3-6 Business Day Production
Lead Time
∎ Longboard products are safe for
both interior and exterior use
∎ Custom Color matching is
available upon request
∎ Tongue & Groove material can
be installed both vertically, and
horizontally
∎ 15-20 year warranty options
∎ 2604/2605 certified powder
coating facility
∎ Class A Fire Rating
∎ 40+ On-Demand Finish Options
∎ Volume Discounts

Uptown Apartments at Kirkland Urban - Kirkland, WA
Architect: Weber Thompson Architects
6” V Groove Light Cherry

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Accent Wall Panel

E X T E R I O R S PA C E S

∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎

Barracuda Condos - Madison, WI
Architect: Populous
6” V Groove National Mahogany, Dark Fir

AAMA 2605 Certified Facility
100% Extruded Aluminum
Non-Combustible
Weather-Resistant
Maintenance-Free
Over 40 available finishes
100% Recyclable
Earn LEED Credits
3-6 Business Days
Radical Client Care
VOC Free

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Accent Wall Panel

SIDING

Architect: Sherman Associates

Location: Minneapolis, MN

Product: 6” V Groove Light Cherry

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Accent Wall Panel

SOFFIT

Architect: KKT Architecture Location: Tulsa, OK

Product: 6” V Groove Light National Walnut & Anodic Ice

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Accent Wall Panel

PA N E L B O A R D

Architect: X Architecture

Location: Vancouver, BC

Product: 6” Smooth Panelboard Planks

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Accent Wall Panel
I N T E R I O R S PA C E S

∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎
∎

ENDURA CEILING SYSTEM

Amazon Headquarters - Vancouver, BC
Architect: B+H Architects
6” V Groove Light National Walnut

AAMA 2605 Certified Facility
100% Extruded Aluminum
Non-Combustible
Weather-Resistant
Maintenance-Free
Over 40 available finishes
100% Recyclable
Earn LEED Credits
3-6 Business Days
Radical Client Care
VOC Free

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Accent Wall Panel

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y A S P E C T S
LONGBOARD & LEED

VOC FREE

Construction Waste Management,
Regional Materials, Durable
Building, Low-Emitting Materials,
Innovation in Design

Our manufacturing processes
are 100% Chrome-free.
Longboard products give off
zero emissions.

100% RECYCLABLE

LIVING BUILDING
CHALLENGE COMPLIANT

Made of extruded aluminum,
Longboard products are salvagable/
reusable in its entirety.

Red List Free- Declare Label
available upon request

RAIN WATER USAGE

WATER FILTRATION

We capture and utilize rain water in
our 5-step pre-treatement process.

All water being released back in to
the environment is clean and meets
strict government regulations.

NO SCRAP/WASTE

RENEWABLE HYDRO
HYDROELECTRIC POWER

Scrap cut-offs are melted back down
and extruded again - creating very
minimal waste.

Aluminum sourced from U.S. based
Alcoa.

longboardproducts.com

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Accent Wall Panel

TESTING

NRC ACOUSTICAL TESTING

NBCC CODE REVIEW PART 9
ALBERTA CODE REVIEW
ABC 2014 Part 9

ICC-ESR

ONTARIO CODE REVIEW

FLORIDA PRODUCT CODE
FL 20075

TAS 202
TAS 203
ASTM E8

WUI (THE WILDLANDURBAN INTERFACE)

FLAME SPREAD TESTING
ASTM E2768-11

California

Class 1 Fire Rating

CAN/ULC S114 - ASTM E136

UK/EU - EN 13501-1

Non-Combustible

Class A2 - S1, D0 fire rating

BS EN ISO 1716
BS EN 13823

EXAP REPORT - 13591
CLASSIFICATION

OBC 2012 Part 9

longboardproducts.com

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim: Accent Wall Panel

TRUE
CONSTRUCTION
PA R T N E R

•
•
•
•
•
•

Early Communication and Design Support
Technical Support
Custom Finish Matching
Opportunity for Custom Profiles
Product Innovation Team
Shop Drawings & Material Lists

longboardproducts.com

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim
Accent Wall Panel

longboardproducts.com
info@longboardproducts.com
1(800) 604-0343
1777 Clearbrook Road
Suite 120
Abbotsford, BC V2T 5X5

1420 Fifth Avenue
Suite 4200
Seattle, WA 9810

Light Cherry

Light Fir

Light National Walnut

Dark Cherry

Dark Fir

Dark National Walnut

Western Cedar

Dark Walnut

Table Walnut

Materials: Exterior Metal Trim
Most Popular Woodgrains
Accent Wall Panel

Weathered Grey (Interior Only)

Dark Knotty Pine

Light Bamboo

Sand Drift (Interior Only)

Dark Antique Oak

Dark Bamboo

Light Oak

Dark Acacia

White Oak

Additional Woodgrains
Italian Rosewood
Birchwood

Materials: Vertical Slatting
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Introducing our new Fortina Quick Ship Program. Visit our Quick Ship Programs page to learn
more.

Beneﬁts

Home / Products

Fortina

Looks and Feels
like Real Wood

Wooden louvers and slats have been and always will be a treasured design element for
interior designers and architects, for a variety of reasons. Their material brings color, warmth,
and texture into spaces that are visually ho-hum. Their applications are numerous: façade
decoration, sunscreens, blinds, ceilings, installation art.

Lightweight

Easy Installation

Class A

Applications
•
•
•
•

Wood does come with some downsides—gnarling, wasted product after cutting, the expense
of transportation and installation, and the fussiness of its maintenance, just to name a few—
that can make specifying this material for louvers and slats prohibitive. Fortina for B+N
Industries
is a uses
convincing
decorative
alternative
anything
on the
market; virgin
This website
cookies
to ensurewood
you get
the bestunlike
experience.
Read
More
aluminum louvers and slats are wrapped in a non-PVC ﬁlm that convincingly and consistently
mimics the true tone and texture of wood. It is lightweight, easily customizable, durable,
I Agree
quick to install,
effortless to maintain, and, most importantly, beautiful. All these qualities
add up to a product that can transform a space without breaking the bank.
https://www.bnind.com/products/fortina

Extensive Finish
and Proﬁle
Options

Perimeter walls
Screens/Room dividers
Ceilings
Interior and Exterior

This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience. Read More
I Agree
1/21

https://www.bnind.com/products/fortina
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Materials: Vertical Slatting
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Features 1/3

Features 2/3

Large Collection of Finishes

Pro les for Every Application

Fortina louvers and slats come in over 100 wood-like ﬁnishes that look and feel like the real
thing. This effect is due to the extremely durable, non-PVC ﬁlm that wraps Fortina’s aluminum
extrusions. What’s more, some of the ﬁnishes mimic wood species that are rare to ﬁnd in the
built environment.

With over 50 proﬁles to choose from—including round, rectangle, or square shapes in sizes
from 15 to 150mm—designers can infuse their projects with dynamism and rhythm.
Partitions, sunshades, privacy screens, and even artful installations are all easily realized
with Fortina.

This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience. Read More

This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience. Read More

I Agree

I Agree
https://www.bnind.com/products/fortina
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Materials: Vertical Slatting
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Features 3/3

Better than Real Wood
When it comes to durability, Fortina effortlessly surpasses real wood. Colors and textures
remain like-new for years, even in projects exposed to direct sunlight or in harsh climates.
This makes it ideal for both interior and exterior applications.

Louvers
Proﬁles

Fortina louvers are lightweight, incombustible, weather resistant, and quick and cost efﬁcient
Menu
to install. They can be mounted on walls and ceilings to create visual interest and add extra
dimension to a project.

This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience. Read More

This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience. Read More

I Agree
https://www.bnind.com/products/fortina

I Agree
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Materials: Vertical Slatting
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NS-4N LIGHT BRONZE MATTE

NS-3N BRONZE MATTE

NS-2N DARK BRONZE MATTE

NS-1N BLACK MATTE

Slats
Lightweight interlocking Fortina slats are used on walls and ceilings. The extruded slats come
in a wide choice of ﬁnishes that coordinate with Fortina louvers. Slats are available with or
without a reveal in several widths.

This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience. Read More

This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience. Read More
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https://www.bnind.com/products/fortina
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Materials: Vertical Slatting
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Materials: Vertical Slatting
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Materials: Vertical Slatting
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Sorbetti 2.0

The Pu

Newsletter
Email Address
I would like to receive communications about B+N products, services,
events and latest innovations.

Other Products

Contact Us

View All

Terms of Use
Privacy Policy
Green Policy
This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience. Read More

This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience. Read More
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https://www.bnind.com/products/fortina
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Materials: Precast Sill/lintel
Central Precast Masonry

Materials: Storefront Glazing, Entrance, and Mullion System

Boyd Storefront
Designed for convenience, Boyd’s
commercial storefront and durably
built entrance doors offer store owners
high-performing systems, delivered in a
fraction of the time as other suppliers.
We conduct rigorous testing on our
storefront and doors, from proprietary

Let’s Fabricate
Why stress about fabrication labor? With Boyd’s
storefront fabrication services, you can focus on
other needs, knowing that our knock-down (KD)
materials and hardware will arrive as promised–
on time. Shipped pre-sorted per installation.
And ready to install. To save time and increase
the bottom line on your next project, give
your Boyd Direct Assistance™ rep a call at
800.737.2800.

extrusions to AAMA-rated systems,
ensuring each series stands up to Boyd's
proven standards. With options for various
aesthetic tastes, Boyd is prepared to
meet specifications for your next project,
whatever it requires.

Overstock Doors for
Quick Delivery
Boyd overstocks all our storefront and doors, so
you can breathe easy with the knowledge that
we’re ready to deliver right away. By ensuring
that we always keep the industry’s most popular
doors in stock, Boyd can ship your storefront
and components anywhere in the U.S.—fast.

Boyd Entrance Systems feature
welded corners that ensure
increased strength and minimal
exposed fasteners, resulting in a
stronger storefront with a sleeker
appearance.
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Materials: Storefront Glazing, Entrance, and Mullion System
Boyd Storefront Boyd
Framing
Storefront
Systems
Framing Systems
Series B350 (NT), B425
Series
(NT),
B350
B450N
(NT), (NT),
B425 (NT), B450N (NT),
& B450 (T)
& B450 (T)
Boyd Storefront systems areBoyd
available
Storefront
with systems
diverse options
are available
to
with diverse options to
perfectly suit your project: perfectly suit your project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Series B350 (NT)—Non-Thermal;
• Series B350
1.75" (NT)—Non-Thermal;
x 4.5", 0.25" glazing1.75" x 4.5", 0.25" glazing
Series B425 (NT)—Non-Thermal;
• Series B425
2" x 4.5",
(NT)—Non-Thermal;
0.25" glazing
2" x 4.5", 0.25" glazing
Series B450N (NT)—Non-Thermal;
• Series B450N
2" x 4.5",
(NT)—Non-Thermal;
1" glazing
2" x 4.5", 1" glazing
Series B450 (T)—Thermal;
• Series
2" x 4.5",
B450
1" (T)—Thermal;
glazing
2" x 4.5", 1" glazing
Inside- or outside-glazed •systems
Inside- available
or outside-glazed systems available
Numerous painted or anodized
• Numerous
finishes
painted
available
or anodized finishes available
Receptor, corner, and various
• Receptor,
mullioncorner,
optionsand various mullion options

Popular Storefront Extrusions
Popular Storefront Extrusions

INTRODUCING

INTRODUCING

Rail and Stile Joinery

Boyd Storefront Boyd
Entrance
Storefront
Systems
Entrance Systems
Series D200 (NS), D350
Series(MS),
D200&(NS),
D500D350
(WS) (MS), & D500 (WS)

Entrance Boyd
Doors offer important
Boyd Entrance
benefits:
Doors offer important
benefits:Test Data
Engineered for commercial Engineered
applications,
forBoyd
commercial Boyd
applications,
Air Infiltration
Air Infiltration Test Data
Entrance Doors are available
Entrance
in narrow,
Doors
medium,
are available in narrow, medium,
Series
Series
CFM/FT
• Tested
to ensure limited water
• Tested
infiltration
to ensure limited water infiltration CFM/FT
and wide stile configurations.
andOur
wide
numerous
stile configurations.
Our numerous
50 CFM/
50 CFM/
• Minimize
needleave
for exposed
• Minimize
fasteners need for exposedD200
fasteners
hardware, bottom-rail, and hardware,
mid-rail options
bottom-rail,
leave and mid-rail
options
(NS)
D200 (NS)
SF@1.57PSF
SF@1.57PSF
Boyd prepared to meet specifications
Boyd prepared
for any
to meet specifications
for any construction
• Feature welded
• Feature
for increased
welded construction for increased
project:
project:
strength
strength
50 CFM/
50 CFM/
D350 (MS)
D350 (MS)
SF@1.57PSF
SF@1.57PSF
• Meet
• Series D200 (NS)—narrow
• Series
stile D200 (NS)—narrow
stile ADA requirements • Meet ADA requirements
• Work
• Work types
with most major hardware types
50 CFM/
50 CFM/
• Series D350 (MS)—medium
• Series
stile D350 (MS)—medium
stilewith most major hardware
D500 (WS)
D500 (WS)
SF@1.57PSF
SF@1.57PSF
Accommodate special hardware
• Accommodate
applications
special hardware applications
• Series D500 (WS)—wide •stile
Series D500 (WS)—wide •stile
• 1.75" door thickness
• 1.75" door thickness
• Offset pivot, butt hinge, or
• Offset
continuous
pivot,hinge
butt hinge, or continuous hinge
options
options
• 0.25" or 1" glazing options
• 0.25" or 1" glazing options
• Square-cut or beveled glazing
• Square-cut
bead
or beveled glazing bead
• Push/Pull, Rim Panic, or •CVR
Push/Pull,
options Rim
available
Panic, or CVR options available
in all stiles
in all stiles
Offset Pivot Entrance withOffset
Transom
Pivot Entrance with
Transom
Transom
Head
Transom Head
• Complete range of painted
• Complete
or anodized
range
finishes
of painted or anodized finishes
available
available
• Numerous bottom-rail and• mid-rail
Numerous
options
bottom-rail and mid-rail options

Fixed Transom

Fixed Transom

Transom Bar

Transom Bar

Door Nose
(Beveled or Radius)

Lock Stile

Door Nose
(Beveled or Radius)

Transom Sash

Transom Sash

Top Rail

Top Rail

Hinge Stile

Hinge Stile

Hinge Jamb

Hinge Jamb

Push Bar/Exit Device

Push Bar/Exit
BottomDevice
Rail Details

Pull Handle

Pull Handle

Lock Stile

Lock Jamb

Lock Jamb

Cylinder
Hook Bolt Lock

Cylinder
Hook Bolt Lock
Bottom Rail

Threshold

Top Rail Details

Threshold

Door Thickness

Bottom Rail
Door Thickness

Materials: Storefront Glazing, Entrance, and Mullion System
Rail and Stile Joinery

Let’s Fabricate

Butt Hinge

SV100 Vents

Why stress about fabrication labor? With Boyd’s
storefront fabrication services, you can focus on

Designed for easy installation and minimal sightlines, Boyd’s

other needs, knowing that our knock-down (KD)

est Data

materials and hardware will arrive as promised–

CFM/FT

on time. Shipped pre-sorted per installation.

0 CFM/
@1.57PSF

And ready to install. To save time and increase

AAMA-tested, thermally broken, Zero Sightline SV100 is an
exceptional option for any storefront project-out vent or
out-swing casement installation. The Series SV100 can be
glazed into any storefront or curtain wall framing system,

the bottom line on your next project, give

0 CFM/
@1.57PSF

and Boyd’s unique removable glazing bead offers either stop

your Boyd Direct Assistance™ rep a call at

or sealant reveal to meet your aesthetic preference.

800.737.2800.

0 CFM/
@1.57PSF

Corners are mechanically
Overstock
Doors fastened
for
and welded for strength.
Quick Delivery
Boyd overstocks all our storefront and doors, so

ad

The newly designed Boyd
SV100 Zero Sightline Vents are
the perfect complement to your
storefront or curtain wall system.

Offset Pivot Frame

you can breathe easy with the knowledge that

h

it Device

Butt Hinge Frame

Historic Restoration

Offset Pivot Frame with
Transom

Boyd provides retrofit storefront and entrance doors,

we’re ready to deliver right away. By ensuring

so you can meet the strict specifications of historic

that we always keep the industry’s most popular

projects. Designed to pass historic review, Boyd’s

doors in stock, Boyd can ship your storefront

historic storefront provides modern performance with

and components anywhere in the U.S.—fast.

a classic steel look. And for quick maintenance, our
historic storefront series are available with historic
grids and muntin systems that let you easily reglaze

Top Rail Details

without grid removal. Looking for expert input on a
custom replacement job? Your Direct Assistance™
rep can help with every step of the historic storefront
replacement process.

Offset Pivot

Offset Pivot with Transom

Bottom Rail Details

PO Box 1565, Springfield, MO 65801.1565
800.737.2800

|

417.862.5084

info@boydaluminum.com

|

|

fax: 417.862.1232

twitter: @Boyd_LetsShine

©2019 Boyd Aluminum Manufacturing Company. The Logo including the sunburst is a registered
trademark of Boyd Aluminum Manufacturing Company. All rights reserved. PN 700-1021 Rev. 06/2019
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Materials: Stone Veneer
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NEW CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES 05

5.1. Building Siting
The consistent orientation of buildings at the front lot lines creates a coherent street wall that
encloses the public space of Commercial Street and provides a walkable sidewalk realm.
New construction should reinforce this character through building siting. Refer to the City of
Springfield Zoning Recommendations Section 36-425(5) and (7) for additional siting, bulk, and
design requirements.

5.1.1. GUIDELINE:
A new building or primary façade addition shall be positioned on its respective lot so that the width of the façade
and the distance between buildings shall be within 10 percent (%) of such measurements for a majority of the
existing structures on the block face to ensure that any existing rhythm of recurrent building masses to spaces is
maintained.
Not Applicable. There is no existing historical block face to consider for the proposed project (between lyon and
commercial). However, the proposed project has extensively considered existing facade features within the district
and further evaluated opportunities for the proposed project to rehabilitate a dilapidated non-conforming property
and establish features consistent with the desires of the Commercial Street Historic Dessign Guidelines. The
proposed project will establish a coherent street wall that encloses the public space of Commercial Street and
formalizes the west entry ‘gate’ to the historic district.

5.1.2. GUIDELINE:
The established setback from the street shall be strictly maintained.
Proposed project establishes desired setback along entire block face

5.1.3. GUIDELINE:
Garages and other accessory buildings, as well as parking pads, must be sited to the rear of, and if possible,
directly behind the main building on the lot.
COMMERCIAL STREET HISTORIC DISTRICT DESIGN GUIDELINES

Parking is located to the rear of proposed building.

5.2. Building Height, Scale, and Massing
Buildings in the District have a generally-consistent height, scale, and massing. This provides
a coherent relationship of neighboring buildings to one another. New construction should
reinforce this relationship through height, scale, and massing. Refer to the City of Springfield
Zoning Recommendations Section 36-425(5) and (7) for additional siting, bulk, and design
requirements.

5.2.1. GUIDELINE:
A new low-rise building, including all appurtenances, must be constructed within 15 percent (%) of the average
height of existing low-rise buildings that form the block-face.
Not Applicable.

5.2.2. GUIDELINE:
6
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Floor levels, water tables, and foundation levels shall appear to be at the same level as those of neighboring
buildings.
Proposed Project is in compliance
s
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i

5.2.3. GUIDELINE:
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When one roof shape is employed in a predominance of existing buildings
o
i
t

in the streetscape, any proposed new construction or alteration shall follow
c

u

the same roof design.
Proposed project employs a level/flat parapet consistent with many existing examples
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5.3. Ground-floor and Upper-floor Configuration

the Commercial Street Historic district is fundamentally a mixed-use district. new buildings and
additions to existing buildings must reinforce and build-upon the District’s mixed-use character
with ground-floor retail and commercial space.

5.3.1. GuideLine
For all new buildings and/or additions with a primary façade on Commercial Street, the ground floor shall be a
publically-accessible commercial store front.
Proposed project is in compliance

5.4. Building Materials
In the District, brick and stone masonry and stucco are dominant, with wood, terra cotta,
pigmented structural glass, and metal used for trim and other architectural features.
buildings must reinforce and build-upon the district’s mixed use character with ground-floor
retail and commercial space.

5.4.1. GUIDELINE:
Metal shall not be used as a primary exterior surface material, except for metal roofs. Metal trim can be used
but not to exceed 15 percent (%) of the exterior surface. The following exterior finishes shall be allowed on all
exterior walls of the building:
i. Customary brick masonry;
ii. Natural or cast stone;
iii. Oversized brick;
7
6

iv. Architectural pre-cast concrete; and
s
e

n

v. Accent materials such as glass block and ceramic tiles.
Proposed project uses recommended materials within the allowed percentages
i
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5.4.2. GUIDELINE:
n
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Roof materials shall be slate, clay tile, copper or architectural composite
c
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shingles where the roof is visible from public or common areas.
Not Applicable
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5.4.3. GUIDELINE:
Painted, panelized cladding systems, including exterior insulated façade systems (EIFS) and cementitious boards
are not permitted.
Not Applicable

5.4.4. GUIDELINE:
Clapboard or batten-style siding, including wood and cementitious board are not permitted on primary buildings.
Accessory buildings may use wood board or cementitious board siding. Aluminum and/or vinyl siding is never
permitted.
Not applicable

5.4.5. GUIDELINE
Chain-link fences on primary façades of open lots are not permitted.

Not Applicable

5.4.6. GUIDELINE:

Not Applicable

5.4.6. GUIDELINE:
The pointing of mortar joints on masonry additions to historic buildings shall match that on the original building in
color, texture, composition, and joint profile.
operation as windows in adjacent buildings and their total area should be within 10 percent (%) of the window
area of the majority of buildings on the
8
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block face.
Not applicable

5.5. Windows
By their arrangement, repetition, alignment, size, and shape, building fenestration binds
together the individual facades into a coherent image. New construction should respect the
historic context of the District and maintain the prevailing patterns of building windows.

5.5.1. GUIDELINE:
New buildings and building additions shall be designed with window openings on all elevations visible from the
street.
Proposed Project is in compliance

5.5.2: GUIDELINE:
Windows on the primary façade(s) shall be of the same proportions and operation as windows in adjacent buildings
and their total area should be within 10% of the window area of the majority of buildings on the block face.
Not Applicable. There are no adjacent buildings on the block face
s
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5.5.3: GUIDELINE:
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Windows should match the character of the façade as a whole; traditional
u

G

ly-styled buildings should utilize traditionally-styled windows, and contem
n
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porary-styled buildings should utilize contemporary-styled windows. Where
i
t
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traditionally-styled windows are called for, windows should follow the same
u
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guidelines for replacement windows outlined in Sections 4.3.2. and 4.3.3.
Style of windows and style of building proposed were designed to compliment each other.
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5.6. Storefronts
The storefront, the assembly of doors, windows, and materials of both the ground and upper floors tends to provide the District’s most

prominent opportunity to develop visual and historic consistency. New construction should respect the historic context of the District
and maintain the prevailing patterns of building store fronts.

5.6.1. GUIDELINE:
Ground floor storefronts shall be of the same proportions as storefronts in adjacent buildings and their total area
should be within 10 percent (%) of the storefront area—calculated as a percentage of the ground floor only— of
the majority of buildings on the block face.
Not applicable. There are no adjacent buildings on the block face to conform to. However, the proposed project
has gone to great lengths to study the prevailing patterns of building storefronts of the District.

5.6.2. GUIDELINE:
Storefronts shall incorporate a traditional recessed entry.
Proposed project incorporates recessed entry

5.6.3. GUIDELINE:
Match the vertical elevations of storefront elements—including the sill, bulkhead, display window, transom,
entablature, and sign bar—to the storefronts of adjacent buildings.
Not applicable. There are no adjacent buildings on the block face to conform to. However, the proposed project
has gone to great lengths to study the prevailing patterns of building storefronts of the District.

5.6.4. GUIDELINE:
Maintain the traditional degree of glass in the storefront. The total area of storefront glass should be within 10 percent
(%) of the storefront glass area—calculated as a percentage of the ground floor only—of the majority of buildings on
the block face.
Not applicable. There are no adjacent buildings on the block face to conform to. However, the proposed project
has gone to great lengths to study the prevailing patterns of building storefronts of the District.

5.6.5. GUIDELINE:
Minimize the amount of and type of decoration on the façade. Let the building lines, storefront windows
displays, and merchandise speak for themselves.
Proposed project has a very minimal storefront window design
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5.7. Parapets and Cornices
Found throughout the District, brick parapets and metal and wood cornices add distinction to
Commercial Street buildings. They also aid in creating patterns within facades and within the
block.

5.7.1. GUIDELINE:
New buildings and/or additions with a primary façade on Commercial Street should utilize a parapet wall and/or
cornice. The overall dimensions and proportions of the parapet wall and/or cornice should be within 10 percent
(%) of the parapet wall and/or cornice dimensions of adjacent buildings.
There are no cornices used in the proposed project. Though there are no adjacent buildings to conform to, the
parapet proportions and dimensions are informed by buildings in the district with a similar scale.

5.7.2. GUIDELINE:
If a cornice is specified, cornices should match the overall style and aesthetic of the façade. Use
traditionally-styled cornices on buildings with traditional architectural styling, and contemporary-styled cornices
on buildings with contemporary architectural styling.
Not applicable

5.7.3. GUIDELINE:
Do not allow cornices to dominate the facade. Keep cornices in proportion to neighboring structures and the
overall façade.
the district. The Landmarks Board shall be responsible for reviewing and approving the design of the cornice.
Cornices executed in wood, metal, or specialty composite products must be painted.
Not applicable

5.7.4. GUIDELINE:
Traditionally-styled cornices should be executed in brick, wood, metal, or specialty composite products. The design
of the cornice should coordinate with the Victorian period of historic significance that is predominant in the district.
The Landmarks Board shall be responsible for reviewing and approving the design of the cornices executed in wood,
metal, or specialty composite products must be painted.
Not applicable

5.8. Primary Doors
Front doors retain their importance even today, as this is the means by which much of the
customer traffic comes and goes. It is one element of the overall storefront that building
visitors come in contact with. New construction should respect the historic context of the
District and maintain the prevailing character of primary doors.
0
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5.8.1. GUIDELINE:
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The front door should be compatible with the storefront. Use wood doors
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with wood storefronts, and metal doors with metal storefronts.
Proposed project conforms by using metal doors with metal storefront.
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Consider use of decorations on the door to enhance the sense of its
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special character. Consider doorknobs, kick plates, painted signs as design
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5.9. Secondary Doors
Additional front doors and rear doors are generally modest in design, placing greater visual

emphasis thereby on the main entry.

5.9.1. GUIDELINE:
Seek to use visually understated doors, fitted to the lines and massing of the facade. Lack of adornment is to be
encouraged.
Proposed project is in compliance

5.10. Building Rears
Parking supply is principally at the rear of the Commercial Street buildings. For many of the
buildings along the south side of the Commercial Street, rear entrances afford a large
number of patrons fairly good access from their automobiles.

5.10.1. GUIDELINE:
Whenever practical, create rear entrances to ground and upper floors.
Proposed project is in compliance

5.10.2. GUIDELINE:
Clean up rear facades, adding display windows and treating any new entrances with a level of importance
appropriate to its new function. (Protective devices, such as grills, may be appropriate.)
to visually exceed the front in importance or emphasis.
Proposed project is in compliance

5.10.3. GUIDELINE:
When creating or upgrading a rear entrance, do not allow the rear entrance
Proposed project is in compliance

5.10.4. GUIDELINE:
Use window panels in doors; small signs at door; open back window for display; add awnings; or combine all
elements.
Proposed project is in compliance

5.10.5. GUIDELINE:
Rear entrances should respect neighboring buildings; coordinate door loca tion, size, entryway layout, treatments,

and colors with adjacent neighbors.
Not Applicable

5.10.6. GUIDELINE:
Accommodate service access at rear and coordinate with neighbors. Test before implementing.
Proposed project is in compliance
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5.10.7. GUIDELINE:
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enclosures should be muted and blend with surroundings.
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The District should consider adopting a uniform treatment for screening
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trash, condensers, etc. Such a detail will provide another means for
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unifying the District visually.
Proposed project is in compliance
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5.11. Awnings and Marquees
Awnings and marquees are a traditional element of the Commercial Street Historic District’s
character. Operable or fixed, they add color and shape to the facade, while providing
pedestrians and buildings weather protection. On contemporary buildings, modern awning
designs can provide a contextual link to historic buildings.

5.11.1. GUIDELINE:

Consider adding awnings or marquees. Maintain dimensions dictated by window height and size, bay width,
degree of glass exposure to the south.
Proposed project is in compliance.

5.11.2. GUIDELINE:
For marquees, a marquee corridor shall be respected for private and public overhangs, defined as:
i. 10’ above sidewalk to 14’ above sidewalk.
ii. 7’ projection perpendicular to the building, not to exceed 2’ inside the curb line.
Attempt to coordinate new overhangs with existing overhang heights whenever possible.
traditionally-styled awnings on buildings with traditional architectural styling, and contemporary-styled awnings
on buildings with contemporary architectural styling.
Proposed project is in compliance in regards to both styling and dimensionality.

5.11.3. GUIDELINE:
Do not allow awnings and marquees to dominate the facade. Keep aw nings in proportion to neighboring
structures and awnings.
Not Applicable

5.11.4. GUIDELINE:
Awnings should match the overall style and aesthetic of the façade. Use

contemporary buildings,
Not Applicable

5.11.5. GUIDELINE:
Awning patterns (or lack of) should be selected after study of the facade. Patterns should not be so busy as to
distract from the appearance of the total façade composition.
Not Applicable

5.11.6. GUIDELINE:
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Keep awning lettering simple and aimed at identification.
Not Applicable
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5.12. Decks and Exterior Staircases Decks and exteriors staircases are generally
not used on Commercial Street’s historic buildings and are not appropriate additions on the
primary façades. When used, decks and exterior staircases provide upper-floor access and
exterior space on the rear façades of buildings. As such, a deck or exterior staircase may be
acceptable if placed at the rear or side of a building.
N/A, no decks or exterior stairs are proposed to be added to an existing primary facade as part of
the scope of this project.

5.12.4. GUIDELINE:
Wood elements should be stained with an opaque stain or painted to blend with the colors of the building.
Not Applicable

5.12.1. GUIDELINE:
Locate decks and exterior staircases on the rear façade of building, or within the rear one-third (1/3) of a
non-primary side façade. Decks and exterior staircases should be unobtrusive and generally not-visible from the
primary façade.
Not applicable

5.12.2. GUIDELINE:
Do not allow decks and exterior staircases to dominate the facade. Keep decks and exterior staircases simple in
design and in proportion to the building and neighboring decks and staircases.
Not applicable

5.12.3. GUIDELINE:
Decks may be constructed of a wood superstructure with wood decking and railings, or of structural metal with
wood decking and metal railings. Decks should be of simple and functional form and design appropriate to the
building to which they are attached.
Not applicable

5.12.5. GUIDELINE:
Metal elements should be painted in dark neutral colors to blend with the colors of the building.
Proposed project is in compliance
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5.13. Details and Decorative Elements
The fine quality of Commercial Street building details adds to its sense of “district-ness.”
While not generally ornate or complex, the decorative elements (columns, capitals, window
pediments, brick detailing and so forth) work together to create reinforcement for the historic
atmosphere.

5.13.1. GUIDELINE:
Elements such as brackets, foot scrapers, shutters, etc., should at least be functional.
Not applicable

5.13.2. GUIDELINE:
Window mechanical units are not permitted.
Not applicable

5.13.3. GUIDELINE:
Locate mechanical equipment (vent housings, condensing units) on roofs; alternatively, if condensing units must
be on the ground, screen them. Screen all such equipment regardless of location if accessible to public view.
Proposed project is in compliance

5.13.4. GUIDELINE:

Do not bracket equipment off walls.
Not applicable

5.14. Parking Structures
Future development in the District may make parking structures a feasible and desirable
alternative to surface parking. Parking structures should blend into surrounding multi-story
mixed-use development and reinforce the existing built context and character of Commercial
Street.

5.14.1. GUIDELINE:
As new buildings, parking structures must conform to the guidelines set forth in Sections (5.1.) Building Siting;
(5.2.) Building Height, Scale, and Massing; (5.3.) Ground-floor and Upper-floor Configuration; and (5.4)
Building Materials.

5.14.2. GUIDELINE:
Parking structures must feature commercial storefronts at sidewalk level
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along any and all Commercial Street façades.
Not applicable
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5.14.3. GUIDELINE:
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Parking structures must feature façade designs that screen the structural
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elements of the building when viewed from the street. Exposed parking decks
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and exposed structural concrete or structural metal are not permitted.
Not applicable
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5.14.4. GUIDELINE:
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Vehicular entrance and egress from parking structures is not permitted on
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Commercial Street frontages.
Not applicable

5.15. Signage
Control of the number, character, and size of signs in the District can be a powerful tool affecting the
sense of unity of the area.
The visual richness created by variety in sign type, color, material, lettering, and arrangement can
still be achieved. Even while working within a framework governing the District, individuality of
expression can be accomplished.

5.15.1. GUIDELINE:
Keep signs subordinate to buildings. Signs should fit within the existing features of the façade by use of the
following practices:
i. Align signs with other signs on adjacent buildings whenever possible;
ii. Sign colors, materials, sizes, shapes, and methods of illumination should reinforce the overall composition
of the façade;
iii. Letters applied directly to facades are recommended; iv. Flush mounted signs are
encouraged;
v. Signs using trademarks and symbols are encouraged.
Proposed project is in compliance

5.15.2. GUIDELINE:
Content of signs shall be limited to the business name and/or logo.
Proposed project is in compliance

5.15.3. GUIDELINE:
Animated or flashing signs are not permitted.
Not applicable

5.15.4. GUIDELINE:
Internally-lit signs are acceptable where they do not overpower the build ing.
Not applicable

5.15.5. GUIDELINE:

Proposed project is in compliance with 5.15.5 - 5.15.10

A graphic channel shall be respected for business signage, defined as:
i. 8’ above sidewalk to 14’ above sidewalk
5
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ii. 1’ projection perpendicular to the building.
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iii. Variations, due to conditions, may be appropriate, but are subject to
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the Landmarks Board’s approval.
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Historic markers or temporary signs (intended for a specific public event)
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Representative signage example.

COMMERCIAL STREET HISTORIC DISTRICT DESIGN GUIDELINES

5.15.6. GUIDELINE:
Where signs are located on marquees, signage must additionally conform to Guideline 5.11.2. governing marquees on
new construction buildings.

5.15.7. GUIDELINE:
Main floor window graphics (non-advertising) shall not exceed 25% cover age of the glass; upper floors shall not exceed
20% of the glass.
Advertising graphics are limited to 10% of window area for permanent, and 15% for temporary graphics.

5.15.8. GUIDELINE:
Flags and banners are permissible outside the graphic channel. Board shall consider these on an individual basis.

5.15.9. GUIDELINE:
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Wall advertising graphics were often used around 1900 in commercial
districts. Such graphics are permissible. Proposed wall graphics should be
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evaluated by the Landmarks Board on a case-by-case basis, for respon
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5.15.10. GUIDELINE:
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Original marquees should be maintained. New fixed marquees or canopies
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may be approved if it can be demonstrated that a canopy was original or
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Representative signage example. that the building type would accept a canopy of the proposed type.
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5.16. Exterior Building Lighting Although exterior building lighting was not
common in Victorian-era buildings, lighting became increasingly common as a design
element beginning in the 1920s with the Early Modern Period. Furthermore, contemporary
lighting design can highlight characteristic elements of the building at night and improve the
visibility and legibility of building signage.

5.16.4. GUIDELINE:
Exterior lighting design should be subordinate to the overall façade design and not dominate the façade.
Proposed project is in compliance

5.16.1. GUIDELINE:
When used, exterior building-mounted lighting fixtures should match the character of the building’s
period(s) of historic significance.
Not applicable

5.16.2. GUIDELINE:
Exterior building-mounted lighting fixtures should be placed to illuminate functional building elements,
including entryways and signage.
Proposed project is in compliance

5.16.3. GUIDELINE:
Architectural accent lighting can be used to highlight specific architectural elements of the building. If
feasible, architectural accent lighting fixtures should be concealed from view. Where not feasible to be
concealed from view, architectural accent lighting fixtures should be unobtrusive and blend in with the
façade.
Architectural accent lighting design plans must be submitted to the Land marks Board for approval.
Accent lighting plans will be provided as deferred submittal, and all accent lighting is to be concealed to
ensure proposed project will be in compliance with this guideline.

5.16.5. GUIDELINE:
Exterior lighting must conform to best practices for reducing light pollution. Refer to Section 1.9. for
reference to the International Dark Sky Association website for lighting guidelines.
Proposed project will comply with this guideline
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Historic Preservation Plan

Historic Preservation Element
Introduction
The Springfield Historic Preservation Element proposes the steps necessary to
identify, preserve and protect the greatest amount of historic resources in the
city. The actions proposed within are the culmination of the Forward SGF
process and require the coordinated efforts of regulatory agencies, private
organizations and the general public. The sites and structures that this element
seeks to protect are threatened with replacement or alteration due to growth and
an ever-changing urban landscape. In spite of this growth, the Forward SGF
process has reaffirmed that the cities and county’s historic resources teach us
who we are as a community; promote a sense of stability; and if treated with
care, provide a range of economic, social and cultural benefits.
The Historic Preservation Element is essentially a three-part document. The first
part of the element identifies the vision created by the Historic Preservation focus
group and gives a brief overview of the current status of historic preservation
efforts in the community. The second part of the element is an action plan. Nine
action plan components contain objectives identified by the Historic Preservation
focus group. Action steps in each component are proposed to meet the
objectives. The third part of the element is an implementation program intended
to foster the community’s Historic Preservation vision.

Focus Group Vision and Goals
To guide the development of this plan, a Historic Preservation focus group was
formed. The focus group was representative of citizens with diverse interests and
goals. The vision created by the focus group is as follows:
·

·

·

Recognition of Historic Resources. Historic sites and areas are the
physical evidence of our connective past. The Springfield should
recognize the importance of its historic resources. There should be a
public commitment to the identification and protection of our historic
resources.
Restoration of Historic Structures. The historic resources of Springfield
should be restored or rehabilitated. Historic neighborhoods should be
considered highly desirable locations in which to live or shop. Some
historic properties should provide housing while others should be used in
imaginative ways that highlight and protect the architectural integrity of
the resource. Preservation of historic resources depends on their
continued economic viability. Adaptive reuse of historic properties should
be considered when the original use is no longer appropriate.
Community Appreciation. The Springfield community should
understand and appreciate the value of its history and its historic
resources.

11 May 2022
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·

Historic Activities. Springfield should celebrate its history through
historic tours, festivals, and special events. History based tourism should
be a major component of Springfield tourist industry.

The community should strive to meet the following goals in order to attain its
vision:
Goal 1:

Identify and protect Springfield’s historic and archeological
resources.

Springfield should commit to identify and protect the greatest possible number of
historic and archeological sites and structures. Existing surveys should be
expanded to provide the opportunity for any historic or archeological resource to
be categorized as locally or nationally significant. Inventories of historic sites,
landmarks and districts should be expanded. Regulatory means should be used
to prevent unnecessary demolition, alteration or devaluation of historic or
archaeological resources.
Goal 2:

Rehabilitate and restore historic resources through financial,
regulatory and educational means.

Historic properties can be used in imaginative ways to maintain or increase their
value as community assets. Springfield should promote the economic viability of
their historic resources by providing era-appropriate and pedestrian scale
infrastructure improvements in close proximity to historic areas. Adaptive reuse
of historic properties should be permitted where the original use is no longer
appropriate. Design guidelines should apply to infill development in historic
districts. Information regarding historic tax credit programs should be provided to
owners of historic properties and structures.
Goal 3:

Increase community awareness of the value of historic and
archeological resources through education, media, festivals,
tours, etc.

The continuing protection of historic and archeological resources depends on
pro-actively exposing them to the public. Newsletters, directories and educational
programs remind people of the contributions of their historic resources.
Springfield should coordinate with private historical organizations to develop
historic tours, festivals and special events.
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Organizational Structure of Historic Preservation
The following organizations and designations provide the basis for Springfield to actively
promote and protect their historic resources:
·
·
·
·

Springfield Landmarks Board
Private Historic Preservation Organizations
Certified Local Government status
Springfield Greene County Park Board

All of the above tools should be utilized to attain the community vision. Governmental
boards have the ability to recommend the designation and/or regulation of historic
resources in their jurisdictions. Private organizations are acknowledged as important
participants in the promotion of historic resources. Finally, the City of Springfield has
been recognized as a “Certified Local Government” (CLG) by the United States
Department of the Interior in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act.
Cities and counties in Missouri that have a historic preservation commission or board are
also eligible to seek CLG status. CLG status allows the City of Springfield to be eligible
for historic preservation grant funds that are set aside for Certified Local Governments
under federal law. CLG status also requires the City to review all nominations to the
National Historic Register within its borders.

Methods of Historic Preservation
There are three (3) local and national methods that are utilized by Springfield and
Greene County to protect historic and archeological sites or designate such sites for
protection. The methods used for historic and archeological protection or designation
are:
·
·
·

Springfield Landmarks Zoning District (classifications listed on page 15)
Greene County Historic Site Designation
National Register of Historic Places

All of Springfield and Greene County’s methods of preservation should be employed to
attain the community’s vision. Local historic preservation methods may need to be
expanded or revised.

Threats to Historic and Archeological Resources
There are additional actions that can be undertaken by Springfield and Greene County
to reduce and perhaps eliminate some of the threats that exist to historic and
archaeological resources. To that end, the actions that are proposed by this plan
element will be used to address the following threats and deficiencies:
·
·
·
·
·

Unsurveyed areas
Need for evaluation of resources identified by historic surveys
Lack of specific policies regarding historic preservation
Need for regulations protecting county historic sites
Lack of community awareness
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·
·
·
·
·

Revision of building codes that are not “preservation” friendly
Incompatible new and infill development
Expansion of major institutions into historic districts
Need for an archeological survey
Maintenance of existing historic sites, landmarks and districts

Components of the Historic Preservation Element
Action Plan
This plan element promotes actions that most effectively utilize our resources in
promoting historic preservation and attaining the community vision.
The components addressed in this plan element include:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Historic Resources Surveys
Preservation Priorities
Local Historic Designations
Structural Rehabilitation
Development and Redevelopment
Archeological Resources
Awareness and Appreciation

Each component of this plan element addresses one (1) or more of the
community’s general goals. Action steps are suggested for all plan components
to obtain the community’s overall goal. Historic resources that are photographed
in this plan element are not meant to suggest priority above and beyond other
resources. In addition, a full listing of the city’s local and national historic sites,
landmarks and districts can be found in the Springfield Historic Register.
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Historic Resources Surveys
City of Springfield: A comprehensive survey of historic and architectural
resources in Springfield encompassed the City's 1933 limits and a small area
outside those limits. The survey was initially conducted in 1986 and amended in
1992 (See Figure 1). All structures fifty years or older within the survey area were
given an inventory number. The survey included descriptive information of some
concentrations of structures within the survey area. All other parts of the city
have not been surveyed, and any historic resources remain for the most part
unidentified and unprotected. Granted, the greatest concentration of historic
homes should be within the 1933 corporate limits, however, farmhouses and
country estates fall outside the survey. Potential historic sites outside the
Springfield City limits are even more scattered. Some concentrations may be
found in small towns such as Ash Grove, but others are scattered across the
countryside.
One weakness of the Springfield historic and architectural survey was that a
property's potential significance was based on how it appeared from the
sidewalk. The interiors of structures were not examined; neither was any
historical research done. Some structures that appeared significant from the
sidewalk may have very little original fabric left. Likewise, buildings with common
exterior features may be hiding significant interiors or have important historical
value.
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Objective: Create comprehensive surveys of historic sites and districts in
Springfield.
Actions:
1.

References. Utilize the expertise and resources of the State Historic
Preservation Office, academic institutions, private historic preservation groups,
and libraries to research the history of Springfield and Greene County to
determine historic development contexts.

2.

Revision of City Survey. Springfield should review the existing city historic
survey to determine the means necessary to identify historic structures, interiors,
and sites of historic events more accurately. Structures should be individually
evaluated to determine their historic significance more accurately.

3.

Completion of City Survey. Revise and complete the existing city
historic/architectural survey begun in 1983. Include significant structures and
areas that may not currently qualify as “historic” but have the potential to be in
the near future. Include all areas of archeological sensitivity. The financial burden
of completing the city survey may be eased through the use of public or private
funding sources. The National Trust for Historic Preservation’s Preservation
Services Fund, and the State of Missouri’s Historic Preservation Fund can be
used to identify, evaluate and register historic resources.
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Preservation Priorities
Comprehensive historic preservation efforts will require an increased coordination
between local governments, private organizations, and the general public. The MidTown and Walnut Street Plans are examples of policy plans that promote neighborhood
conservation and include historic preservation as one tool. These policy plans provide
guidance in only those neighborhoods. The lack of a consistent city-wide policy in the
past is evident by the destruction of local landmarks such as the Frisco Passenger
Depot. While governmental leadership has helped in the preservation of prominent
areas such as Walnut Street and Commercial Street, Springfield should commit to a
consistent policy of prioritizing the protection of the community’s irreplaceable historic
resources.
The City of Springfield currently has fifty-two (52) National Register sites, and twelve
(12) National Register districts. Springfield also uses its Landmarks zoning district to
protect numerous sites by delaying demolitions and managing the exterior alterations to
a structure. Many National Register historic resources enjoy the protective benefit of
“local” designation, but Springfield should consider providing all remaining National
Register sites with the same type of local protections. Significant historic resources in
Springfield should reap both the protective benefits of local listing and potential financial
benefits of national listing.
Objective: Prioritize historic preservation efforts, evaluate the significance of all
historic resources and seek joint designation of such resources as local and
national sites, structures and/or districts whenever possible.
Actions:
1

Preservation Policy. Upon the adoption of this plan element by Springfield, the
following policy regarding development impact on historic and archeological
resources shall govern the actions of the appropriate jurisdiction(s):
“There are within Springfield a number of areas, places, buildings,
structures, works of art, and other objects having significant historical,
archeological or cultural interest and value that reflect the heritage of
the city and county. Rapid changes in population, economic functions,
and land use activities in the city and county have increasingly
threatened to destroy many significant buildings, land areas, or
districts having important historical, architectural, archeological, or
cultural interest and values that reflect the heritage of the city. Once
destroyed, their distinctiveness is gone forever. It is desirable to
preserve these reminders of Springfield’s and heritage for the
enlightenment of its citizens. In addition, commercial activity, tourism,
and the economic prosperity of the city is enhanced by the
preservation of the city and county’s character as portrayed by their
historic landmarks. It is declared as a matter of public policy that the
protection, enhancement, perpetuation, and use of improvements and
landscape features of special character or a special historical or
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aesthetic interest or value adds to the quality of life for the citizens of
Springfield and is a public priority. Whenever development plans are
presented for public review which would affect or destroy a historic
resource, the significance of the resource must be weighed against the
value of the project to the community. In those cases where a project
would adversely affect a group of resources or a highly significant site
or district such as those listed on the National Register of Historic
Places, an alternative location for the project should be sought. The
preservation of National Register sites and districts and local historic
districts and landmarks is a high priority. If no alternative can be found,
efforts should be made to mitigate any adverse impact. These
activities should include recordation and documentation of structures
slated for demolition and could also include moving the historic
resource or salvaging its architectural elements for use in restoration of
other sites, installing buffer yards between the project and the
resource, or payment into a revolving loan fund for preservation of
surrounding historic structures.”
2.

Collaborative Efforts. The city and county should combine resources to
coordinate a joint historic preservation effort. This city/county initiative should
work to promote the funding of state and national resources such as Wilson’s
Creek National Battlefield, the Nathan Boone State Historic Site, and the Route
66 corridor.

3.

Institutional Investment in Historic Structures. The City of Springfield should
continue to explore ways in which to protect their own historic structures and
properties while attempting to meet their needs for parking, office space, etc.
The City should serve as examples to other prominent institutions by
demonstrating a commitment to maintaining their own historic structures
whenever feasible.
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The Frisco Passenger Depot is one of the many historic structures that the community
has lost to demolition.

4.

Local Protection. Evaluate the findings of the Springfield
Historic/Architectural Survey and reports and determine what resources
should be designated as local historic sites, landmarks or districts.
Consider all existing National Register sites and districts as potential
candidates for “local” historic designation.

5.

Additions to National Register. Evaluate and conduct further research
to determine whether additional National Register nominations should
be prepared for the city. Springfield should continue to focus their initial
efforts on seeking National Register designation for all city designated
historic districts and landmarks, and county designated historic sites.

6.

Development Reviews. Consult existing and future surveys when
reviewing development proposals, public infrastructure projects, or
amendments to zoning maps and the Comprehensive Plan.

7.

Pending Landmarks Zoning Designation. Consider revising the
Springfield zoning ordinance to state that all properties, pending
rezoning to the Landmarks zoning district, be subject to the district’s
requirements. The revision should be written in a manner that makes
the Certificate of Appropriateness requirements applicable on the date
the nomination for rezoning to the Landmarks zoning district is made.

8.

Public Land Acquisition. The potential impact of City activities, that
involve the acquisition or alteration of property containing historic
structures identified by the jurisdiction’s surveys, should result in the
applicable jurisdiction taking the following measures. The measures are
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listed according to priority. The City should prove hardship prior to
choosing an option with a lower priority.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Attempt to preserve and/or use the architecturally or
historically significant structures in place; or,
Make the structures available to the previous owner, a
new owner or the public for relocation and preservation in
an appropriate location; or,
Document and record the structure and its context for
education and interpretation; or,
Solicit bids from individuals and firms interested in
salvaging those items that have architectural significance.

Local Historic Designations
City of Springfield: The City of Springfield’s Landmarks zoning district
designates four (4) categories of historic protection:
·
·
·
·

Historic Districts
Historic Landmarks
Historic Sites
Interior Landmarks

Properties designated as Historic Landmarks, Historic Districts, and Interior
Landmarks may not be demolished or the exterior altered (interior if designated
as an Interior Landmark) unless a Certificate of Appropriateness or Certificate of
Economic Hardship is granted by the Landmarks Board. If the request is for a
demolition permit, the applicant may choose to wait one hundred eighty (180)
days, at which time the demolition permit may be issued unless the City Council
has extended the delay. Council may delay demolition an additional one
hundred twenty (120) days. Properties designated as local Historic Sites may
not be demolished or altered unless a Certificate of Appropriateness or
Certificate of Economic Hardship is granted by the Landmarks Board, or sixty
(60) days has passed since the date of application. The Landmarks Board uses
the Secretary of Interior Standards for Rehabilitation to review proposals. In
addition, design guidelines have been adopted for the Commercial Street and
Walnut Street Historic Districts. (Guidelines have also been generated for the
Mid-Town Historic District. Since the district is not locally designated, they are
for educational purposes only).
One of the city’s Urban Conservation (UCD) zoning districts (e.g. Walnut Street-West)
contains historic preservation provisions similar to the Landmarks zoning district. At the
time the Walnut Street West UCD was created, the city did not have a Landmarks
zoning district. Since the creation of the Landmarks zoning district in 1995, the UCD
has not been used for historic preservation purposes.
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Objective: Preserve and protect the character of historic structures, sites and
districts by strengthening zoning codes that address building demolition,
alteration, new construction standards.
Actions:
1

Landmarks District Review. Springfield should review its Landmarks zoning
district to determine whether demolition delays should be extended, or financial
incentives could be incorporated.

Structural Rehabilitation
Adaptive Re-use: Historic preservation can be encouraged through the adaptive reuse of structures. Historic homes can often be converted to multi-family, office or
commercial uses. For example, homes in the Walnut Street-West UCD have been
converted into bed and breakfasts, art galleries, restaurants, etc.
Building Code Requirements: One problem that arises when adaptively re-using a
historic structure is that such conversions have difficulty meeting building code
requirements for the new use. Old houses rarely have adequate wiring for nonresidential use. Adding an apartment or making provisions for two (2) or more office or
commercial tenants may require that walls be modified to provide fire separation.
Handicap access ramps and exterior stairways may be required. Open interior
stairwells may need to be closed or sprinkler systems installed in the area to prevent
fire from spreading.
Demolition by Neglect: Extensive building code requirements also serve as an excuse
for property owners to willingly allow their properties to deteriorate. Building something
new is seen by some as an alternative that is cheaper than retrofitting an existing
structure. In some instances, property owners who own structures in the City’s
Landmarks zoning district, have been unable to obtain a Certificate of Appropriateness
for demolition. Some such property owners have let their structures deteriorate to the
point that they qualify for a Certificate of Economic Hardship - resulting in the structure’s
demolition.
Inappropriate Rehabilitations: Another major threat to the integrity of a
historic structure or area is inappropriate rehabilitation. These alterations can
range from those needed to meet code requirements (inappropriately placed
exterior stairs or handicap ramps) to misguided attempts to modernize or make
maintenance-free (artificial siding, replacement windows). In many cases, the
alterations are unnecessary. The windows or siding could be repaired rather
than replaced; a better location could be found for the stairs.
There should be flexibility and balance between Springfield and Greene County
building code requirements and the preservation of historic structures.
Objective: Reduce the demolition of historic buildings by neglect and
explore ways that existing codes can promote aesthetically pleasing and
functional development within, around and adjacent to areas of historical
significance.
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Actions:
1.

Building Code Review. City and county staff should conduct a review of
their building codes. A historic preservation expert should be consulted
to determine how city and county building codes can be revised to
reduce conflict with Secretary of the Interior standards.

2.

Rehabilitation Seminars. Provide property owners of historic landmarks
or in historic districts with information on “how-to” rehabilitation seminars.
Coordinate with Ozarks Technical College, ORION, etc., to keep historic
property owners informed of upcoming information seminars. Create a
continuing series of seminars that address different rehabilitation issues.

3.

Maintenance Standards. In order to avoid demolition by neglect,
maintenance standards should be created that apply solely to local
historic landmarks and districts.

4.

Design Guidelines. Continue to apply and update design guidelines
(based on Secretary of the Interior standards) to local historic landmarks
and districts.

5.

Historic Properties Procedures Manual. Springfield can utilize
Certified Local Government grant funds to create publications for
property owners of locally or nationally designated historic structures or
sites. Manuals can explain the local preservation programs, identify
procedures to meet building codes and Secretary of Interior standards,
and clarify the process of receiving government approval of proposed
construction or alteration to historic structures and sites.

6.

Pre-development Review Team. The City of Springfield’s staff should
be made aware when a structure they are reviewing is a designated
historic structure when advising people on the type of building
rehabilitations necessary in order to gain a certificate of occupancy.

7.

Housing and rehabilitation assistance programs. Springfield should
continue to plan comprehensively and strategically for the use of funding
sources and incentives to promote reinvestment into historic structures.
Springfield should provide information to historic property owners of
federal, state and local programs that they can participate in to
rehabilitate their historic structures. The City of Springfield should
sponsor periodic informational meetings to educate participants on how
to prepare their applications for tax incentive programs.
·

HOME Investment Partnership (HOME). HOME funds are
available through an entitlement program of the United States
Department of Housing and Urban Development. These funds
provide financing for the rehabilitation of rental housing and are
available to low-income residents at an affordable rent.
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Springfield can create a program that channels HOME funds to
designated historic properties within a geographic target area.
·

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG). Springfield
should continue to use CDBG funding for rehabilitation of
residential and commercial structures. Current CDBG funded
programs include:
·
·
·

Small Business Loan Program
Facade Loan Program
Owner-Occupied Housing Rehabilitation Loan
Program

The Small Business Loan Program and the Facade Loan
Program have been used extensively for locally and nationally
designated structures. Springfield should continue to channel
CDBG funds to designated historic properties within a geographic
target area.
·

Private financial incentives. Loan programs are offered by
private organizations. For example, the National Trust for Historic
Preservation’s Inner City Ventures Fund provides low interest
loans on flexible terms for projects that reuse historic properties
for affordable housing, community facilities, and retail and office
space in low- and mixed-income neighborhoods.

·

Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives Program. The
federal government offers a historic tax credit program that is
equal to twenty (20) percent of the costs and expenses incurred
on the rehabilitation of a National Register historic structure. The
credit is available for structures being rehabilitated for office,
commercial or rental residential. In addition, a ten (10) percent
rehabilitation tax credit can be claimed for the costs of
rehabilitating non-historic buildings constructed before 1936.
Non-historic buildings must be being rehabilitated for nonresidential purposes. For the rehabilitation to qualify, the State
Historic Preservation Officer must determine that it meets the
Secretary of Interior standards. The State Historic Preservation
Officer can be contacted for more information on federal tax
incentive programs.

·

Missouri Historic Preservation Tax Credit Program. The state
offers a historic tax credit program that is equal to twenty-five (25)
percent of the costs and expenses incurred on the rehabilitation
of a National Register historic structure. For the rehabilitation to
qualify, the State Historic Preservation Officer must determine
that it meets the Secretary of Interior standards.

·

Rebuilding Communities and Neighborhood Preservation
Act. Property owners in some neighborhoods are eligible for this
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state program that can result in a state tax credit for up to thirtyfive percent of costs of rehabilitating homes at least fifty years
old.
8.

Mixed Uses. Promote adaptive re-use by utilizing zoning districts that
allow for a variety of residential, office and retail uses in historic
structures.

Development and Redevelopment
Incompatible development in downtown Springfield, Commercial Street, and the
small towns in Greene County can destroy the continuity of historic districts and
nullify the historic character of existing structures. Expansion of uses adjacent to
designated historic structures and sites can also result in a negative impact to
the resource.
Two of Springfield’s historic districts and many other older neighborhoods are
threatened by the expansion or potential expansion of major institutions. The
Walnut Street Historic District sits at the northern edge of the Missouri State
University (MSU) campus and immediately east of the University Plaza project.
The Mid-Town Historic District is bordered on the south by Drury University and
the government complex. Not far to the west are Cox Medical Centers and the
international headquarters of the Assemblies of God. The city should work to
reduce institutional encroachment into
these districts and neighborhoods.
The City Council has adopted plans for both the Walnut Street and Mid-Town
areas. These plans indicate that institutions should not expand into the historic
areas. The plans are policy statements intended to help the city in guiding
growth and development. However, the city has limited control overgrowth by
Missouri State University because it is exempt from city zoning regulations.
Another problem that occurs in areas surrounding major institutions is a spillover
demand for housing and services. In the past, the Walnut Street Historic District
was a popular student housing area. Many of the large homes were divided into
apartments, resulting in the loss of some architectural integrity. This additional
use coupled with the deferred maintenance that is usually found in student
rentals contributed to the deterioration of the historic structures. In recent years,
some of these structures have been rehabilitated for commercial use.
Objective: Work with major institutions to guide growth away from
sensitive historical resources. Minimize the effects of encroaching
development into historic districts or adjacent to historic sites and
landmarks.
Actions:
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1.

Institutional Growth. Continue to work closely with institutions to
ensure that the scale and form of expansion will occur in a manner
compatible with surrounding areas.
·

Encourage institutions to develop master plans indicating future
boundaries and which are approved by both the institution and
the City.

·

Colleges, medical complexes, governmental building areas and
other large property interests should concentrate their greatest
density and height in the interior of their campuses.

·

Work with institutions to create building forms on the edges of
institutional properties that are most reflective of neighboring
properties.

·

Continue to work to build consistent and clear communications
between institutions and affected neighborhoods.

·

Encourage institutions to provide adequate buffers and green
space to separate institutional uses from residential uses.

·

Encourage institutions to consider parking decks to minimize
encroachment of surface parking into surrounding areas.

2.

Relocation of Historic Structures. Where new development may result
in the demolition or alteration of potential or designated National Register
structures, encourage relocation of such structures to vacant parcels
within historic districts. Such action will improve the continuity of existing
historic districts while increasing the probability that the relocated
structure will be preserved.

3.

Impact Assessment and Compatible Development. Springfield should
establish a procedure that measures the potential impact of a new
development that is adjacent to or in close proximity of a historic
resource. Encourage new developments that are in close proximity to
designated historic resources to be designed in a manner that is
pedestrian in scale. Encourage such pedestrian friendly expansions
where joint use parking facilities can be created to reduce expanses of
surface parking.

4.

Infrastructure. Neighborhood Improvement Districts (NID) fund specific
projects in limited areas within municipalities. The NID is funded by the
collection of special taxes within the participating neighborhood. A NID
can be used to fund historic lighting and signage, brick sidewalks and
streets, entrance features and much more.
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Archeologic Resources
There has been no systematic survey to determine areas of archeological
sensitivity in Springfield. What little that is known regarding archeological sites
has been discovered as a result of development projects. The need to identify
archaeologically significant areas is clear. Without knowing whether an area
may contain important artifacts and/or clues to our history, such sites may be
dug up or otherwise disturbed and the chance to recover the artifacts or study
the area lost forever.
Objective: Catalog archeologic resources through the use of a city/county
survey and provide for the preservation and/or recordation of the
identified resources.
Actions:
1.

Archaeologic Surveys. Surveys should be conducted throughout
Springfield and Greene County to locate sites of archaeological
significance and areas of high potential for archaeological significance.
In high-potential locations, the city and the county should consider
requiring development applicants to conduct cultural resource
assessments to determine whether more detailed investigations are
warranted prior to site disturbance.

2.

SHPO Consultation. The Springfield Landmarks Board should continue
to require that developers consult with the State Historic Preservation
Officer concerning potential development impact on designated
archeological resources within Springfield. The applicant should then
either provide for the permanent preservation of the resource or provide
for recordation of the site as advised by the State Historic Preservation
Officer.

3.

Landmarks Zoning District. Review the Landmarks zoning district.
Determine whether a system can be created that ensures that the
Landmarks Board has access to the necessary resources to determine
whether a Certificate of Appropriateness should be issued on property
containing a designated archeological resource.

4.

Public Improvements. The City of Springfield should consult
archeological surveys or inventories prior to proceeding with public
improvements projects.

Awareness and Appreciation
The historic and architectural resources of Springfield represent a visible link to
the area's past. In Springfield, they give the city depth and relieve what some
perceive to be the sameness of modern architecture. Out in the country, they
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remind us of our rural heritage. Projects designed to build community
awareness and appreciation of local resources are needed.
Structures and places are sometimes deemed valuable by individuals only when
they become money producing. The tourist industry provides an opportunity for
historic resources to become valuable not just from the standpoint of heritage.
Currently in Springfield, only a few historic sites cater to a year-round tourist
crowd. Many of these sites are publicly owned. The Old Calaboose has been
converted into a police museum. The Frisco Railroad Museum is located in an
old building within the Commercial Street Historic District. Old Route 66 or the
Trail of Tears running through Springfield can be developed as an automobile
trail with intermittent stops. The community’s existing railroad museums can
serve as the basis for a driving tour that celebrates the contributions of the
railroad to the community. These and other attractions like them provide a basis
for history-based tourism industry. Springfield’s tourism industry is also
augmented by bed and breakfasts located on historic Walnut Street and other
parts of the city.
All of these attractions can be enhanced by seasonal festivals and special
events. History based tourism can be marketed not just to enhance local pride in
our heritage but also to entice others to come, spend a weekend, and take pride
in the role Springfield and Greene County played in shaping our nation.
A comprehensive and coordinated historic preservation effort should incorporate
government, private organizations and the general public. Private preservation
groups in Springfield and Greene County have the ability to take a leadership
role in bringing awareness to the historic assets possessed by the community.
Creating an atmosphere of public enthusiasm for historic preservation can result
in reciprocal benefits to organizations that dedicate their time and effort.
Objective: Increase community awareness of the historical and
architectural resources that exist in the area. Provide programs that entice
the citizenry and tourists to participate and learn about the heritage of the
area.
Actions:
1.

Newsletter. Publish a newsletter that informs people of the status of
local historic properties. The newsletter can contain a calendar of events,
children’s section, and information on financial incentives for preserving
historic resources.

2.

Directory. Compile and maintain a directory of historic preservation
groups and historic properties. Include maps and pictures of all
properties.

3.

Historic District Guidebooks. The City of Springfield Landmarks Board
or a local historic preservation organization should create a guidebook
series that describes city historic districts. Property descriptions, heritage
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maps and video presentations can be included with the guidebooks to
serve an audience of visitors and residents.
4.

Children’s programs. Private historic preservation organizations should
develop and conduct programs in local schools that expose children to
local historic resources and how those resources have shaped the
community they live in. Teach children about the unique qualities of
historic resources through hands-on tours and activities in historic
buildings or at historic sites. Employ the aid of local historic organizations
and public agencies such as the National Park Service or the Missouri
Division of State Parks.

The Old Calaboose was renovated and converted into a police museum providing Springfield and Greene
County with yet another historic attraction.

5.

Road Management Plans. Springfield, and local historic preservation
organizations should identify and protect landscapes or structures that
lend to the historic character of the Route 66 and Trail of Tears corridors.
The City and County should attempt to utilize technical and monetary
support made available by the Route 66 Corridor Act passed by the
federal government.

6.

Railroad Heritage. Much of the growth in Springfield and Greene
County can be attributed to the contribution of the railroads. The Frisco
Railroad Museum and the Railroad Historical Museum in Grant Beach
Park serve to publicize the locomotive’s unheralded effects on the
community. The community should conduct a campaign to promote and
fund local railroad museums while attempting to protect and restore
unique railroading structures and artifacts.
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7.

Support for Awareness Events. Springfield should give financial
support to local private activities intended to increase public awareness
and appreciation of historic resources.

8.

Periodic Plan Review. Following plan adoption, the City of Springfield
Landmarks Board should consider a periodic review on the status of plan
implementation. The Boards should consider whether the plan continues
to serve as the basis of a pro-active and community driven historic
preservation effort. The Boards should consider how local citizens and
organizations can continue to work as historic preservation advocates.

Community Implementation Program
This section describes the major actions involved in implementing the Historic
Preservation Element and indicates the relative priority of each, the responsible
agency and any required coordination. Numerous specific actions are described
in the body of the plan while the items listed below are only the major short and
mid-term actions.
The ability of Springfield and Greene County to pro-actively implement the
Historic Preservation Element depends greatly on available staff resources. In
the absence of resources, the Springfield Landmarks Board, Greene County
Historic Sites Board and private preservation organizations should fulfill the role
of responsible agent wherever possible in this section.
Priority
1

Preservation Policy: Adopt the historic preservation policy proposed in
this document.
Responsible Agency:

1

Springfield City Council

City/County Surveys: Update the city historic and architectural survey
that was drafted in 1987. Survey additional areas within the municipal
limits that are directly adjacent to the current survey area. Identify
structures that will be immediately eligible, or eligible in the near future
for historic designation.
Responsible Agency:
Required Coordination:

2

Action

Springfield Planning and Development
Department.
Springfield Landmarks Board; The History
Museum for Springfield-Greene County.

Development Reviews: Consult historic and architectural surveys when
reviewing development proposals and public infrastructure projects.
Responsible Agency:
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Utilities; Springfield Department of Building
Development Services; Springfield
Department of Public Works; Springfield R12 School District; Missouri Department of
Transportation; Southwest Missouri State
University.
2

Maintenance Standards: Create maintenance standards for the exterior
of structures in the Springfield Landmarks and Urban Conservation
(where the UCD contains historic standards) zoning districts. Revise the
dangerous building ordinance to specify the types of materials that are
necessary to secure all open historic buildings. Adopt a policy to require
all applicable historic structures be secured at all openings.
Responsible Agency:
Required Coordination:

3

Springfield Department of Building
Development Services.
City of Springfield.

Infrastructure: Create Neighborhood Improvement Districts (NID) in
designated historic neighborhoods to pay for period friendly
infrastructure improvements. Require public infrastructure projects to
meet the standards created for the NID.
Responsible Agency:
Required Coordination:
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Neighborhoods with historic designation.
Springfield Planning and Development
Department; Springfield Public Works
Department; City Utilities; Springfield R-12
School District; Missouri Department of
Transportation.
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